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ABSTRACT

Service-Oriented Enterprises are currently focused on offering enhanced user experiences to customers, employees, and enterprise partners who use the enterprise’s software applications. A better user experience is delivered through the presentation of services and business processes to the user in a composite manner, and by facilitating a better user-application interaction for the user. Our experience with the bioinformatics domain helped us to see that although existing models of enterprise portals offer an integrated environment to present applications and enterprise resources, they are not sufficient to address certain complex user-application interactions. In this thesis, we present a design for a Service-Oriented Dashboard to address this deficiency.

The service-oriented dashboard leverages Service-Oriented Architecture to present an integrated environment to access and interact with the diverse and isolated software tools, applications, and resources of an enterprise. We address the design of the dashboard at three levels: the presentation layer, the task composition layer, and the services layer. We introduce in the thesis the notion of describing the user’s job function as a composition of tasks. Users, through this approach, will be able to compose applications according to the user’s tasks. This thesis also presents the design of the service-oriented dashboard, focusing on two notions – the tools-as-services and service-enabled tools approach. The tools-as-services approach involves making the tools in an application available to the user as services. The service-enabled tools approach allows applica-
tions to consume services and thereby provides the functionality of the consumed service inside that application.

We also present two case studies from the bioinformatics domain. We use the case studies to demonstrate the need for the dashboard, and also to derive the requirements for the design of the dashboard. We also illustrate how the dashboard can enhance the workflow in the case studies described in the thesis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) is the process of creating an integrated infrastructure for linking disparate systems, applications, and data sources within the corporate enterprise and across enterprises [1]. EAI is defined as the unrestricted sharing of data and business processes among connected applications or data sources in an enterprise [2]. Enterprises rely heavily on their information systems and applications for their success [3]. Therefore, enterprises have been using EAI as an integration strategy for over a decade [4], [5]. The EAI approach can be decided by many factors, including the size of the enterprise, the complexity of the software used, integration or project complexity, and budget. EAI solutions can exist at many levels. Typically, there are four types of middleware solutions to EAI: user-interface integration, data integration, process integration, and method or function integration [1].

Currently, Web services have been gaining prominence as an EAI approach because of their use of open standards. Web services based on the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) provide a technical foundation for business processes and application integration methodologies.
B. Motivation

The advent of SOA and Business Process Management (BPM) technologies have changed the way enterprise software applications are designed [6]-[8]. SOA promotes the use and reuse of functional components as services. SOA also enables composition of business processes with specific tasks at any time to form larger business applications. Hence, businesses can build and use applications focused on interoperability and location transparency. The maturing SOA standards and tools are enabling enterprises to retool their systems to establish as service-oriented enterprises (SOE) [9]. As enterprises continue to adopt SOA, their focus has shifted on two important concepts:

- Presentation of services and business processes to the user in a composite manner.
- Presentation of a better experience for the user.

1) Current Trends in Presenting Information in a Composite Manner

Portals have traditionally aggregated content from different Web sites and enterprise resources and presenting it in a unified interface. Currently, many businesses have been using portals for their SOA applications for the purpose of offering an integrated environment for the employees to access the distributed resources of the enterprise. Hence, a portal is an integral part of the enterprise integration process. The software enterprise has projected enterprise portals as the user-interface model for businesses for quite a few years [10]. A portal could be considered to be a Web site that has multiple applications and integrates data from different sources [11]. Portals offer a variety of fea-
atures and functionalities as portlets [12]. Portlets are pluggable components and self-contained applications in the user-interface of a Web portal.

More recently, portal developers have been focusing on integrating portals with business processes. Portals that manage processes are often called process portals. These process portals provide users with sophisticated functionalities. These functions allow users to accomplish specific tasks embedded in a streamlined process [13].

2) Current Trends in Improving User Experience in Enterprise Applications

Enterprises are increasingly using corporate portals to present information to their users. Corporate portals are designed and customized to serve a variety of users, such as employees, customers, or even users from a partner enterprise. Such a gamut of target audiences demands enhanced connectivity. The Internet has been invaluable in connecting people and resources globally; therefore, the presentation medium of choice for enterprise portals is the Web. The Web interface for the portals is most commonly a browser. Web browsers lack the richness and responsiveness of the desktop applications the portals users are accustomed to. However, recent advances in the field of presentation of rich applications over the Internet have made the difference between desktop and browser-delivered applications inconspicuous. Currently, supporting the collaborative and interactive nature of Web 2.0, improved user experiences are being provided using Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) in commercial Web applications and portals [14],[15]. RIAs are made predominantly using asynchronous JavaScript and XML (eXtensible Markup Language) or Ajax, Flash, and occasionally some JavaScript and Dynamic HyperText Markup Language (DHTML) [14]-[16]. Ajax is used to build interactive Web
applications. Developers of applications are already investigating Web-based delivery of existing desktop applications, such as spreadsheet applications, word processing programs, or feature-rich email applications. Some companies have succeeded in developing such applications. Examples of RIA usage for spreadsheet or word processing can be seen in such applications as Google Docs. Flash is also used extensively to develop highly user-friendly, visually pleasing, and responsive applications.

C. Thesis Approach

Portals make the transition for the user from one data source or an application to another unnoticeable. RIA technologies are used to present the unified content in an interactive manner and thereby, provide a better experience for the user. Combined, portals and RIA provide a powerful approach for presenting information in an SOA application.

However, after analyzing the user requirements on highly data-intensive and interactive biological SOA applications in our case studies, we contend that portals and RIA are not sufficient to meet all user needs. This deficiency of portals and RIA to support user interactions in certain scenarios is highlighted in the problem scenario described in Section D. In this thesis, we present the design of a Service-Oriented Dashboard (SOD). Traditionally, enterprise dashboards are tools that permit the users of an enterprise to monitor and analyze certain key metrics in selected processes as visually captivating charts or graphs [17], [18]. Our definition of a dashboard is different. The Merriam Webster dictionary defines dashboard as:
“A panel extending across the interior of a vehicle (as an automobile) below the windshield and usually containing instruments (as a speedometer) and controls [19].”

Extending the definition, the SOD allows users to perform their work on their dashboard and also presents the necessary metrics for monitoring related processes. The SOD could be a standalone system or a part of an enterprise portal. Although this thesis describes the Web-based version of the SOD, the dashboard system can be implemented as a desktop application with modifications [20]. In order to better explain the SOD, we present an example problem scenario. We present the design of the SOD in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, we use two case studies to depict how the SOD can enhance the workflow described in the case studies.

D. Problem Scenario

Consider an example of a portal enhanced with RIA, such as the Yahoo finance portal [21]. The Yahoo finance portal offers a wide variety of services, such as market summary, personalized portfolios, recent quotes, top movers, and basic charts to show the day’s standings. There is also updated news and many other Web-based tools that supplement the primary content on the site.

In order to consider a business process, we examine the hypothetical situation of an employee in a firm that deals with stock quotes. Assume that one of the specific tasks of the employee is to obtain some data from the Yahoo finance portal; perform a few transformations on a spreadsheet, such as sorting and drawing customized charts with the data; and, finally, generate personalized reports. He uses Microsoft Excel to do the trans-
formations such as sorting, and uses the charting feature of Microsoft Excel to draw the charts. He also uses Microsoft Word to generate the reports. As depicted in Fig. 1, it is apparent that this process is highly cumbersome, requiring the user to switch back and forth between four to five different applications that are both Web- and desktop-based. This particular case highlights three issues that the user confronts:

- The user switches between one Web application to another, for example, from the market summary to recent quotes.
- The user switches between one desktop application to another, for example, from Microsoft Excel to Microsoft Word.
- The user switches from Web-based application to another desktop application or vice versa, for example, from the market summary to Microsoft Excel.

Fig. 1. Sample workflow described in the problem scenario, where the user uses several Web-based and desktop applications.
During all of the above transitions, the tasks performed by the user are error-prone. Hence, extra caution is required to transfer data accurately between applications. This process results in a poor user experience and poor performance [22]. There are ways around the copying and pasting routine. For example, Web services can be used to transfer quotes for the required symbols to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet [23]. However, even this method would not solve the problem of switching from one application to another. To avoid the transition from the Web to the desktop and back, one solution would be if we could have Web-based tools replace desktop tools. There are already many ventures of this type. For example, Google has its own Web-based document applications providing solutions to word processing and spreadsheets. The Web-based document applications essentially try to provide the same functionality of desktop-based tools. However, this is not an optimal solution in most cases. In-house, custom re-development of desktop applications to use on the Web is a very cumbersome, and in some cases, a cost prohibitive task.

E. Thesis Outline

Fig. 2 shows the organization of the thesis chapters.

The SOD is primarily based on the SOA. In Chapter II of the thesis we introduce SOA concepts. We also describe the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) as an approach to deploy SOA applications. We also present a review of RIA concepts and technologies that are currently in use. In addition, we present a brief discussion on portals and mashups.
Chapter III commences with a review of the literature concerning some current dashboard approaches. We then present our design of the dashboard at three levels: the services layer, task composition layer, and user-interface layer. We also introduce the tools-as-services (TAS) and service-enabled tools (SET) notions as design approaches.

In Chapter IV we present two cases of applications of the SOD in the bioinformatics domain. A bioinformatics application is a good comparison to an enterprise application. We illustrate the similarities between research laboratories and business enterprises by providing a comparison in this chapter. We use the two case studies to explain how
the dashboard can be an effective solution to the needs of the laboratories with sophisticated workflows.

In Chapter V, we provide the concluding remarks of the thesis and present an overview of projected future work.
II. TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

A. Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the technologies that are incorporated in the design and development of the SOD. We also include a background study on existing and current approaches towards application development. Beginning with the evolution of a computer application, this chapter also covers such concepts as RIA, portals, and SOA. We also include a discussion on Web 2.0. As a growing number of enterprises begin to adopt SOA and Web 2.0 technologies, the major priorities for enterprises are the presentation of reusable components, services and business processes in a composite manner, and the presentation of the composed content as a rich, personalized user experience. As evident by the trends in the Web 2.0 era, the most important aspect of Web 2.0 is the user [14], [24]. Regardless of the user’s role as a customer, an employee, or a partner enterprise, application developers are aiming to develop highly user-centric, personalized applications. This chapter examines a few of the current approaches towards the development of user-centric applications.

B. Software Architectures

Software architectures can be defined as the structural organization and integration of the system components and their interaction and relationship patterns [25]. In-
creasing number of enterprises use software applications to enhance their processes and increase their return on investment (ROI). Application software has evolved from being a single-user, stand-alone application to large multi-user systems over networks. Applications represent the “business-aware” functionality of a system [26]. As the needs of an enterprise change, applications should evolve with them [27]. Consequently, software architectures have to be flexible.

In this thesis, we categorize the architecture of software applications from these two viewpoints.

- Architecture based on the application logic: In this category, the classification is based on the logical architecture of the application. Classification is based on the location of the business logic, presentation logic, and the data access logic.

- Architecture based on software abstractions: This type of classification is based on the software paradigm such as objects, components, or services.

Sections 1 and 2, together offer a brief discussion on the evolution of SOA.

1) Architecture Based on the Application Logic

Initially software architectures were comparatively simple, when they were confined to stand-alone systems or mainframes. However, with the onset of networking and distributed computing, the existing software architecture had to be revamped to accommodate modularity and accessibility. As applications became more complex, they were separated into parts to be processed on different computers. This type of modularity led to a tiered architecture [28]. The client-server model is the simplest tiered architecture
[29]. In the client-server architecture, the computer that requests a service is referred to as the client and the computer that processes the requested service is referred to as the server. Based on the software configuration, a computer can function as a client or a server. For instance, in order to process a service request, the user first requests a service through the client. The client sends the request to the server, where it gets processed. The client receives the processed service from the server and displays it back to the user. Fig. 3(a) shows a client-server model in which each of the four clients interacts with the server to process some information requested by the users. The two-tier client-server approach developed into the 3-tier and finally the n-tier models to accommodate scalability and enhanced accessibility and modularity. The n-tier architecture is also referred to as the multi-tier architecture.

In a three-tier architecture, the three tiers or layers are for presentation logic, business logic, and data-access logic. The presentation tier is responsible for the interaction between the user and the application. This includes controlling the behavior of the user-interface, receiving instructions from the user, and presenting the data back to the user. The business logic or the core functionality of the application is present in the business logic layer. The data-access layer or the persistence layer is for the storage of the data and for interaction with legacy systems. Fig. 3(b) shows a three-tier architecture.
2) Architecture Based on the Software Abstraction

As software architectures were advancing into a tiered model, software programming was becoming increasingly complex. Once again, modularity is considered the key to writing reusable code and making programming easier. The use of subroutines and functions offered modularity and better reusability. However, there were still problems in the scalability and maintenance of software applications, and a need for a higher level of abstraction. This need resulted in the use of object-oriented application development [30], [31]. Object-oriented development (OOD) involves the modular disintegration of a software system into objects [29]. Objects interact with other objects to produce the functional characteristics of the system. However, developers wanted to reuse not just the code, but also the functions. So another layer of abstraction was developed. This model of abstraction was component-based software development. By aiming to develop systems with a modular design, OOD established the divide and conquer notion. This notion was captured in the concept of component based development (CBD) [32]. CBD amal-
gamates several characteristics of development models, such as OOD, and distributed computing technologies, such as distributed component object model (DCOM) and common object request broker architecture (CORBA) [33].

CBD offered a higher level of abstraction in terms of components, and its use rose with the popularity of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products or components [34]. In CBD, an application is developed through component selection, evaluation, and assembly [35]. To summarize, both OOD and CBD approaches paved the way for software reuse and greater modularity. However, there were still certain complexity issues that neither development model could solve. These complexity issues could be addressed by the SOA model [36].

The Internet was becoming a popular medium for modern application development. As users of the Internet increased and businesses started making use of it, use of application servers, stateless servers, and distributed architectures grew exponentially, increasing the complexity of the applications. As Booch stated,

“*The trend toward more complex software is driven by greater connectivity and user expectations [37].”*

Enterprises started to shift away from the paradigm of building custom-made, in-house software applications to the new prospect of reuse and composition of functionality. Enterprises were building applications that required improved connectivity to distributed systems. This increased need for system functionality, improved interoperability across platforms and devices, and extensibility demanded a seamless integration solution. “Chunks” of applications from disparate and scattered sources had to be composed to form a complete system [36]. One of the ways to conceive such a system was through the
use of interoperating services. With the introduction of XML [38] – a markup language and a standard to improve interoperability, and SOAP, the procedure of passing XML messages through hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), the concept of Web services was born [39], [40]. The use of Web services with SOA was a great way to equip modern day applications with the growing demands of seamless integration.

3) Web Services

In order to better define SOA, it is important to first define a service. A service can be defined as a software entity or resource that performs a unit of work. A service is provided by the service provider, and the service is used by a consumer. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines a service as:

“An abstract resource that represents the capability of performing tasks that form a coherent functionality from the point of view of provider entities and requester entities [41].”

Web services have interfaces that are published by providers and discoverable by requesters. This implies that a Web service can be dynamically discovered and invoked by the consumers. Web services are independent, as they preserve their own states, and are platform-independent, as the communication through their interfaces is based on Internet protocols, such as HTTP, file transfer protocol (FTP), and simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP). A software agent is a software program that represents an organization or a person. The software agent can be defined as either the provider or the consumer of a service based on its role as a provider or a consumer. These software agents communicate through messages that usually conform to the XML schema. The W3C identifies two
types of Web services: the representational state transfer-compliant (REST) Web services that control the XML representations of Web resources using a uniform set of stateless operations, and other arbitrary Web services where the service exposes a random set of operations [40]. Both classes of Web services identified by the W3C use uniform resource identifiers (URI) to discover resources and use Web protocols, such as HTTP and SOAP, and XML data formats for messaging. In some cases Web services, in general are classified as SOAP- and REST-based services. SOAP is a protocol for exchanging XML-based messages across agents, using the communication protocols HTTP/HTTPS (hyper-text transfer protocol secure). In SOAP Web services, messages in XML are carried through SOAP and the services are written in Web services description language (WSDL) [42]. SOAP Web services could be either remote procedure call (RPC) Web services or document-centric Web services (part of the SOA) [40]. Authors who wish to publish their Web service do so in an XML-based registry called the universal description, discovery and integration (UDDI), where the services can be discovered [39].

4) Service-Oriented Architecture

SOA is an architectural style that aims at loose coupling among interacting software agents [43]. SOA guides all aspects of creating and using business services throughout their lifecycle [44]. An SOA allows for the definition of different applications and resources in an enterprise as services. This enables these applications to exchange data and participate in business processes regardless of the application’s programming language or the software platform it is designed for.
5) Enterprise Service Bus

The enterprise service bus (ESB) is a streamlined, middleware infrastructure technology that combines XML and Web services support to provide SOA-required features for the integration needs of an enterprise [45]. The ESB architecture is composed of three layers:

- The existing enterprise infrastructure.
- The ESB layer, which includes adapters to expose existing systems and provide transport connectivity.
- The business services layer created from the existing information technology systems [45]. Via ESB, SOA systems can perform application integration once and then automatically reuse the integration services whenever necessary [46].

To build an SOA, a highly distributable communications and integration backbone is required. This functionality is provided by the ESB. An ESB uses Web services standards to support a wide variety of communications patterns over multiple transport protocols and deliver value-added capabilities for SOA applications [47].

C. Software Applications

A software application can be defined as a program or a software system that performs a specific enterprise function. In a typical software application, the user interacts with the application through the user-interface. The user-interface, usually a graphical user-interface (GUI) or Web browser, controls the flow of input data and commands delivered to the processor. It also controls the commands to direct the user. The logic or the
core functionality of the application processes the commands and stores the data. Based on the architecture of the application, the logic layer, data layer, and presentation layer could be either on the client or on one or more server machines. According to this concept of the location of the application and its components, software applications can be classified as thin or thick clients.

1) Thin Clients

Thin clients are applications whose functional logic resides on the network server [48]. Web applications that are browser-based, including Web-based email, are great examples of thin clients. With the arrival of the Internet, enterprises started relying heavily on the Internet for marketing needs. Internet applications were a great step towards increased connectivity and global reach. Browsers were used by consumers to access applications that resided completely on the enterprise’s server. However, users were not completely satisfied by the experience offered by the browser [48]. The Web-based user-interfaces that replaced the feature-rich GUIs that the users were accustomed to using were simple and dull. They lacked the myriad controls and flexibility that were offered by the desktop GUIs. This was because the Web-based interfaces were in simple hypertext markup language (HTML). There are several advantages to using thin clients. They require no client-side versioning/updates or installation, are platform independent, and have great accessibility. On the downside, they have limited accessibility to the client’s resources, require Internet connectivity, require browsers, and must be designed to be used on the lowest possible browser version. The most important shortcoming of thin clients is their lack of richness [48].
2) **Thick Clients**

Thick clients are applications whose logic is processed on the client and which occasionally connect to the server for data storage and retrieval [48]. Thick clients are more secure and responsive than thin clients because most of their logic resides on the client, thereby cutting down on the trips made to the server. Thick clients are programs or applications that are installed on the client machine by executing from a file that is either downloaded from the Internet or loaded onto the machine using an external storage device. Rich screen functionality, responsiveness, and superior interaction are the prominent features of thick applications. On the contrary, updating and versioning of the system is complicated, and the system cannot be accessed from anywhere except on the clients that have the application installed [48].

3) **Smart Clients**

Smart clients are applications that capture the advantages of the thin and thick client systems [48]. They are delivered on the Web and hence do not require any installation. They have simplified updating systems. Rich interfaces, improved responsiveness, high accessibility, and platform independency are some of their impressive qualities. They offer additional capabilities, such as the ability to automate recurring processes, centralize common information resources to avoid expensive replication, and decrease production time through enhanced deployment techniques. By using both local and remote resources, smart clients produce finer user experiences than the more traditional form of a Web application.
Smart clients based on SOA are termed Service-Oriented Smart Clients (SOSC) [48]. An SOSC uniquely extends the capability of the smart client by incorporating intelligence and agility into its SOA [48].

4) Web 2.0

Originally designed for the presentation of information to users through static Web pages, the Web has grown to offer a plethora of interactive and dynamic applications from a wide range of domains. These domain ranges from e-commerce, entertainment, communications, collaborations, and personal publishing to the simplest form of information sharing. The delivery of applications on the Web has evolved along with the Web itself. Modern applications developed for the Web usually are measured in terms of the following criteria [49]: reliability, usability, security, availability, scalability, maintainability, and time to market.

Recent trends such as RIAs, portals, and other Web 2.0 concepts are revolutionizing the development of applications. In the following sections, we illustrate these Web 2.0 concepts and review the use of some of the current technologies used to build RIAs.

The term Web 2.0 was first coined by Tim O’Reilly and Dale Dougherty at the O’Reilly Media Conference in 2004 [14]. It refers to a new approach of presenting content on the Web. As stated by Cooper, this new approach is characterized by interactive content that allows sites to combine features in new ways [50]. Traditionally, the Web acted as a static data repository. Web 2.0, on the contrary, is a platform where a novice can contribute easily without the need to master special skills. Simplicity is a significant feature of the Web 2.0 generation, enabling not just the experts but also the technically
non-savvy users to build applications, publish content, and navigate the Web with ease. Web 2.0 is very user-centric, enabling personal publishing in which users can create and own their data [24]. According to O’Reilly, the key concept of the Web 2.0 era is that users add value [14]. As indicated by Gibson, the Web 2.0 generation is heralded as an arena for participation and dynamic interaction [51].

5) The Differences Between Web 2.0 and Web 1.0

There has been a great deal of debate as to the soundness of the term Web 2.0 and, occasionally, what special events marked the transition of the Web to Web 2.0 [52]. In their column in an online magazine, MacManus and Porter list a few key concepts that clearly distinguish the two [53]. Web 1.0 was the version of the Web when the World Wide Web was simply a collection of documents on specific Web sites. When users needed information, they would go to these specific sites. However, Web 2.0 has changed that. Now users employ really simple syndication (RSS) aggregators, portals, application programming interfaces (APIs), and Web services to collect information from various sites and to present the collected information back to the users on their choice of interface.

Web 2.0 interfaces deliver rich user experiences not just at the presentation level but also at the business-logic level. This was not true during the Web 1.0 age, when it was difficult to render applications on the Web with the quality and functionality of desktop applications. Quoting O’Reilly,

“Web 2.0 could yield many new Web applications, both truly original applications and rich Web reimplementations of PC applications [14].”
6) Web 2.0 Technologies

Web 2.0 technologies are characterized by notable transformations at the presentation, data access and architecture levels. As categorized by Andy Budd, a few of the Web 2.0 characteristics are represented by Table 1 [54].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Architecture of participation</th>
<th>User experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open data formats, data access across devices, user-created and -owned data</td>
<td>Service instead of a product, reuse, online user participation, collective intelligence</td>
<td>Ease of use, social networks, rich user-interface, aggregated, customized information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these characteristics, some of the most prominent concepts of the Web 2.0 era are SOA, RIAs, Portals, open source software, and collaboration.

An August 2007 press release from Gartner, a leading information technology research and advisory company, declares that Web 2.0 innovations are one of the key technologies that could make a huge impact on business organizations [55]. According to their Hype Cycle report and Priority Matrix for emerging technologies, 2007, the Web 2.0 phenomenon and the Web 2.0 workplace technologies have been declared as being transformational. Important members of the Web 2.0 suite, including mashups and RSS enterprises, have also been featured on the matrix as adoptable in 2 to 5 years.

Although predictions have been made that the Web 2.0 trend is about to transform Web development, the pace is hindered by concerns about security, inaccessibility threats from unmoderated user content, use of third-party content, ethical concerns, and breaches
of copyright [50], [51], [56]. The concerns about Web 2.0 have been highlighted by a press release that followed the Gartner report for emerging technologies. Gartner Fellow Joseph Feiman adds that in spite of all the vulnerabilities present in Web 2.0 adoption, a few basic preventive and best practices can shield an enterprise against these threats [55].

This chapter discusses some of the Web 2.0 technologies such as RIAs, mashups, and portals.

D. Rich Internet Applications

RIAs are interactive and highly responsive Web applications that are built to provide great experiences for users. RIAs are browser-based Web applications that can be classified as Web 2.0 applications. Desktop applications have always ranked higher in terms of user experiences. The better standing of desktop applications is due to faster performance, better interactivity, and steady connectivity. RIAs focus on delivering these three traits in Web-based applications. RIAs are much easier to use and more functional than traditional Web applications [16]. The most widely used technologies to build RIAs are Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) or Adobe Flash. Table 2 presents a list of approaches broken down by technology platform.
### TABLE 2
OVERVIEW OF RIA TECHNOLOGIES PRESENTED IN THE THESIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ajax</th>
<th>Adobe</th>
<th>JAVA</th>
<th>Microsoft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>JAVA FX</td>
<td>.NET Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XHTML</td>
<td>Flex</td>
<td>NexaWeb</td>
<td>WPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>MXML</td>
<td></td>
<td>Silverlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSLT</td>
<td>ActionScript</td>
<td></td>
<td>XAML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASP .NET AJAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHTML</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMLHttpRequest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajax frameworks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Ajax-Based Rich Internet Applications

The word Ajax stands for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, and was coined by Jesse James Garrett, the President and the Founder of Adaptive Path [57]. According to Garrett, Ajax is not a technology but rather a collection of existing technologies or concepts such as Extensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), Document Object Model (DOM), Extensible Markup Language (XML), Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT), XMLHttpRequest (XHR), and JavaScript. Most of these technologies were standardized in the late 1990s [16].

a) Ajax technologies

HTML, short for HyperText Markup Language, is used for the markup of Web pages. A markup language has information on the content of the Web page and also some information regarding the presentation of that content. This “labeling” of content uses tags placed throughout the content as appropriate. The majority of today’s Web sites still
use basic HTML or XHTML to deliver content along with CSS and JavaScript to enhance their presentation, dynamic nature, and some functionality. According to a recent study in August, 2007, 59% of sites use JavaScript and 54% use CSS. This is up from 37% and 13% respectively in 2001 [58].

XML is a markup language that was designed to handle and describe various types of data [38]. It is used in structuring data handled by an application. XHTML is defined by W3C as a family of current and future document types that are an extension of HTML. XHTML documents would imply that they are also are XML-based [59].

CSS, also a W3C standard, is a style sheet language that is used to describe the presentation of Web pages in HTML, XHTML, or even XML. The Web pages or documents contain special markups to denote different styles. The style information is placed in a separate CSS document. A Web page or a document could refer to more than one style sheet at a time. CSS is used in the separation of presentation from content, and developers can better control the way browsers display the Web pages using CSS.

XSLT is a language used to transform XML documents to a format that can be read by humans or in to another XML document. Extensible style sheet language or XSL was developed by the W3C to provide an XML-based style sheet language. XSLT can be used to convert an XML document into another XML document, or into other browser-recognizable formats, such as HTML. During the transformation process, XSLT uses XPath to define parts of the source document that should match one or more predefined templates [60]. XPath is a major element in the W3C's XSLT standard and is a language for locating information in XML documents. XPath is used to navigate through elements and attributes in an XML document [61].
JavaScript is a scripting or a programming language that is used to tie together objects and resources on clients and servers. It is usually used on the client-side for executing a minor program on logic and validation. JavaScript was released by Netscape and Sun in 1995 [62]. JavaScript is based on Java and is an object-oriented language. Ajax uses asynchronous JavaScript. A page using asynchronous JavaScript makes asynchronous calls to the server to fetch XML documents, assisting in the update of partial rather than whole pages. So the content of the application is loaded inconspicuously while the user interacts with the program.

Initially, dynamic page behavior in Web pages was achieved through the use of Dynamic HTML (DHTML). DHTML is a combination of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript along with DOM, which is another W3C standard, and is defined as a platform-independent, language-neutral interface that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure, and style of documents. In simpler terms, DOM allows developers to treat the elements of a Web page as program objects. This facilitates the Web designer in the design and manipulation of elements on the page. DHTML and DOM can help dynamically change the look of Web pages [16].

DHTML was not standardized by the W3C, so there are many incompatibilities across browsers, browser versions, and even operating systems. Ajax is very similar to DHTML, as it uses a similar combination of technologies to generate the presentation and responsiveness of an application [16]. The major difference is that Ajax uses server calls using the JavaScript-based XMLHTTPRequest [63].

The XMLHttpRequest forms the spine of an Ajax application. It is an object and used to be called remote scripting. Traditional Web applications use HTTP to trigger a
request to the server, and the server does some processing and returns an HTML page to
the client. The inherent holdup with this model was the delay caused every time the user
interacted: the page places a request, waits for the server to respond while the server takes
time to process the request, and then responds with the next page. Ajax follows a differ-
ent model that reduces the holdup.

b) Ajax approach

When a page that has an Ajax application is loaded for the first time, a JavaScript-
based Ajax engine is also loaded. This engine runs on the browser and acts as an inter-
mediate between the server and the application on the client. Fig. 4 compares the tradi-
tional approach using HTTP and the Ajax approach. Fig. 4(a) depicts the traditional
HTTP request from the client and response from the server. As opposed to that, Fig. 4(b)
shows the application communicating with the Ajax engine using JavaScript calls. This
engine in turn communicates with the server through HTTP. In this case, if a part of the
page needs to be updated, the whole page need not be refreshed; hence, the server re-
response times are notably reduced, resulting in a better user experience [64].

c) Example of an Ajax application

Let us consider an application that shows the user the first result from a Google
search for a particular key word. Also present in the page are navigation menus and other
applications and images. Traditionally the search application would need to reload the
pages, thus causing a significant delay. In an Ajax application, the result appears in the
page without the complete page having to reload. A more common example of Ajax at
work would be Google Map [65]. When the user uses the mouse to drag the map inside the interface, the map shows the latest position without a delay, as the whole page does not reload. The area that displays the map is the only part of the page that reloads. This results in greater user experiences because of better responsiveness.


Fig. 4. (a) Classic Web application model (b) Ajax Web application model.
d) Frameworks and toolkits

There are many Ajax frameworks available to aid developers in easily developing Ajax applications. The frameworks are collections of snippets of code that can be used to create a complete application. There are many frameworks on the Internet available for free under the GNU General Public License. Some of the frameworks are specific to languages used for server-side scripting. Some are independent of the language used. The popularity usually depends on a few factors such as browser compatibility, language independence, and back button and forward button issues. Roodt, in his thesis, describes some of these factors in detail [66]. In addition, a good comparison can be found in reference [67].

Some of these frameworks are available with an integrated development environment (IDE). These are easy-to-use interfaces that one can use to create Ajax applications. Some examples for such frameworks are TIBCO General Interface, Google Web Toolkit, Open Rico, Prototype, Yahoo User-interface Library, and Dojo.

2) Flash-Based RIAs

Several popular RIAs are developed for delivery on Flash players that are loaded on Web browsers. The following sections describe RIA development technologies aimed at RIA development for delivering applications on Flash players.
a) Adobe Flash

Formerly known as Macromedia Flash, it is an environment that facilitates the creation of RIAs. Flash has a two-part infrastructure: the programming component for developers, and the player component for the end-users. The Flash player is a runtime component that resides on the client’s machine and requires a download. The player is mandatory to play content developed in Flash. The programming model and runtime work exactly the same for developers, regardless of the device platform [68].

b) Adobe Flex

Adobe Flex, formerly called Macromedia Flex, is a presentation server for the development of RIAs. The key difference between a traditional Web application and a Flex application is that Flex applications conduct most of the processing on the client using the Flash component on the Web browser. However, a traditional HTML application uses a server. Tasks such as sorting, validation of fields in the application, and certain visual effects can save considerable time if executed on the client, as the time for the transfer of data between the client and the server is avoided. The Flex presentation server is composed of the Flex application framework and the Flex Runtime services. The Flex presentation server currently deploys only on a Java application server, although a .NET release is expected soon. RIAs developed using Flex use MXML and ActionScript, along with the class library [69]. Flex applications are written using both ActionScript and MXML.
c) **MXML**

MXML stood formerly for Macromedia XML and currently, since Adobe took over Macromedia, it has been called Flex XML or, as some suggest, Multimedia XML. MXML is a markup language used to describe the elements and define the content and functionality of user-interfaces.

d) **ActionScript**

Action Script 2.0 is an object-oriented programming language used in Flex development and is based on the JavaScript Standard (ECMAScript). As in any programming language, ActionScript is used to define the client-side logic of Flex applications.

e) **OpenLaszlo**

OpenLaszlo is an open-source platform for the development of RIAs. OpenLaszlo applications are written in LZX, a standards-driven language that combines XML and JavaScript. The final compiled format of the applications is supported by Adobe Flash and can be delivered on the Flash player present in most end users’ browsers. In addition, the latest version of OpenLaszlo, version 4, the applications can be directly compiled to DHTML ruling out the need for a Flash player.

3) **Java-Based Rich Internet Applications**

There are several Java frameworks and development environments for RIA development. IDEs such as NetBeans and Eclipse are the preferred development environ-
ments. The following sections explain about JavaFX and NexaWeb – a java-based thin client development tool.

a) JavaFX

JavaFX is an extension to the JAVA platform and is used in the creation of RIAs. An important capability of RIAs produced by Java FX is disconnected use, as opposed to some rich applications that can be accessed only on the Internet, hence requiring connectivity. Java FX uses the runtime libraries that are installed on the local client with the help of JAVA for the desktop integration of over-the-wire applications. This is done using the JAVA SE files. It draws on JAVA FX Script for content authoring of the Web applications. According to reference [70], Java FX Script is oriented around the interface rather than the Web page.

b) NexaWeb

NexaWeb is a software development kit used to develop SOA-based RIAs for enterprises towards building applications for the Enterprise Web 2.0. It provides a toolkit to built Java 2 enterprise edition (J2EE) and XML applications that are browser-based.
4) **Microsoft RIA**

   a) **.Net framework**

   The .NET framework is a development framework introduced by Microsoft in 2002 as .NET Framework 1.0. Currently .NET framework 3.0 consists of four major components:

   - Windows Presentation foundation.
   - Windows Communication foundation.
   - Windows workflow foundation.
   - Windows CardsSpace.

   The .NET framework can be considered a component of Windows and offers numerous pre-coded solutions for certain programming needs. These needs cover a wide range from user-interface and Web applications to database connectivity.

   b) **Windows Presentation Foundation**

   The Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is a graphical subsystem of the .NET Framework 3.0. Formerly codenamed Avalon, the WPF assists in the clear separation of the user-interface and the business logic. A WPF application can be either desktop- or Web-based. Microsoft Silverlight is the Web-based element of WPF.

   c) **Silverlight**

   Silverlight is the Microsoft contender in the RIA player environment on browsers (the other major competitor is Adobe Flash). It is a cross-browser, cross-platform plug-in
that can be compared to the Adobe Flash player on browsers. Silverlight supports the delivery of RIAs, especially Microsoft’s .NET-based interactive applications. Apart from being a runtime for media or interactive applications on the Web, Microsoft Silverlight’s complementary service Windows Live offers free hosting and streaming solutions to developers and Web designers. Microsoft’s Silverlight was earlier codenamed Windows Presentation Foundation/Everywhere (WPF/E) and is a direct offshoot technology of the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) [71].

d) XAML

Extensible application markup language (XAML) is an XML-based markup language and is object-oriented [72]. It was introduced by Microsoft as a language to define application user-interfaces. XAML allows developers to control the .NET user-interface elements, though it relies on XML to establish the meaning of the elements. XAML can be compared to other markup-based application languages, such as XUL (eXtensible User-interface Language), HTML, and FLEX. Markup-based interfaces are quick to build and modifications can be done easily. In addition, the applications require less code than traditional structured programming.

e) ASP.NET AJAX

ASP.NET AJAX is an Ajax framework developed by Microsoft. Formerly called Atlas, developers use it primarily with ASP .NET 2.0 to create RIAs. It is basically a set of control based on basic Ajax principles can be achieved using ASP.NET AJAX.
E. Mashups

Mashups are a new genre of applications being used for interactive richness in many fields, as in delivering the news, for trendy entertainment or, more lately, even for e-commerce purposes. Mashups are amalgamations of applications. They started as innovative experiments, done by hackers, but are now distinctive and unique facets of Web 2.0. A mashup can be defined as an application that is created as a result of ad hoc composition and integration of content from dispersed applications or services or both. This composition is enabled by providing simple Web APIs for the services that can be composed. Mashups enable anyone to compose services or form complete applications, very similar to the way in which blogs allow anyone to publish without sophisticated skills.

The architecture of a mashup application is composed of three different constituents. These parts are logically and physically separated by network and organizational boundaries. According to Duane Merrill, the parts of a mashup architecture can be typically classified as follows [73]:

- The API provider or content provider: Providers of content usually use existing Web protocols, such as REST, SOAP, and RSS feeds. Some mashup applications draw content from Web sites through screen scraping methods.
- The Web site or application that consumes API or content or hosts the mashup: Although the logic for the application resides on this Web site/application, it could be executed either with traditional Web applications, on the Web site through server-side technologies, or on the client-side using client-side scripting. Most often mashups combine client-side and server-side scripting for their execution.
• The Web browser of the client viewing the mashup: The browser used by the end-user of the mashup applications renders the presentation layer of the mashup. This layer of the architecture displays the user-interface for the mashup and brings the user interaction. Some mashup applications have their logic implemented on the client’s browser.

Mashups often use Ajax, especially in the event of client-side scripting, to deliver richness and more user interactivity for the application. Mashups, as mentioned before use such protocols as REST and SOAP to communicate with remote services. These protocols are most commonly used when it comes to content aggregation. Also used are syndication technologies, such as RSS and Atom. They are XML-based and are most common when the content aggregation is in the news and blog spheres. Although quite common, techniques such as screen scraping are considered inelegant due to the need to constantly synchronize the content format of the provider and the content consumer. Despite that, Semantic Web efforts aim at establishing formal protocols for screen scraping. The Semantic Web uses resource description framework (RDF) efforts at augmenting data with metadata to provide it a meaning and establish syntactic structures for the data, thereby allowing the use of screen scraping in a more formal way. Lasilla and Hendler talk about a probable Web 3.0 that is actually the semantic Web [74]. Ingbert, et al, argue that mashup techniques are not completely new but are based on both formal traditions of software reuse and component-based programming [75]. The quality of service in mashups depends on the composite-services [76]. As mashups integrate content from different services, the quality of the mashup is adversely affected by bad quality of services used in integration.
F. Portals

EAI involves the integration of numerous individual applications within an enterprise and across several enterprises [1]. These individual applications are occasionally interconnected and process different kinds of data from different sources. EAI is the process of creating an integrated infrastructure for linking disparate systems, applications, and data sources across the corporate enterprise. EAI solutions can take on many forms and exist at many levels but the common methods of integration are user-interface integration, data integration, process integration, and method or function integration.

User-interface integration sometimes referred to as refacing involves redefining the graphical interfaces of different kinds of systems, such as legacy systems, PCs etc. Web-based user-interfaces have recently been replacing the more traditional GUIs. Portal frameworks are one such Web-based solution. A portal is a becoming an integral component of an enterprise integration strategy [11].

Portals are in general defined as a center point to access multiple resources, and it follows the desktop metaphor. There are several definitions available to define a portal, some of which are as follows:

A portal is an online service that provides a personalized, single point of access to resources that support the end-user in one or more tasks (resource discovery, learning, research, buying plane tickets, booking hotel rooms, etc.). The resources made available via a portal are typically brought together from more than one source [77].

A portal is a single, integrated point of access to information, applications, and people. Portals integrate diverse interaction channels at a central point, providing a comprehensive context and an aggregated view across all information [12].
Portals provide integration at the user-interface level, whereas other integration technologies support business process, functional or data integration [11].

According to [78], some of the key features of a portal are as follows:

- **Content aggregation** – The ability of portals to aggregate content from multiple, disparate sources and provide one unified view of the same.
- **Personalization** – This refers to the ability of the portal to tailor the content/services that it offers according to the user of the portal.
- **Search** – Most if not all portals, offer some form of searching of its content and sometimes even content from external sources.
- **Single Sign-On** – This feature allows users to authenticate once to the portal and then gain access to many other systems without the need for re-authentication.

1) Portals and Web Sites

A Web site is described as a resource on the Internet that consists of several Web pages with hyperlinks to each other. The Web site is made available online by an individual or an organization that would like to publish some information on the Internet.

Portals, on the other hand, are more personalized or customized. In general, portals and Web sites may be distinct entities, but in most cases they overlap and complement each other. Portals and Web sites can never replace one another. One can say that a Web site presents information regarding an organization or an individual to the outside world, whereas a portal provides multiple user roles with a common access point to broad resources [79].
Web sites usually target a wider range of audience with the same role, and provide targeted content from specific resources. They have public interfaces and may or may not have authentication. Portals can have public and private interfaces. It is a common access point to multiple user roles. Portals provide users with content from distributed resources. Portals usually require authentication for the user to make use of the customization. Other major differences include that in a Web site the user has to search for something he or she is looking for, whereas in a portal, the information is presented to the user according to his or her needs.

2) Examples of Portals

Example of portals are the Google and Yahoo homepages [80], [81]. These portals allow users to add or delete features from the page. Users can customize the way the page looks in several ways, by adding tabbed pages to the portal or by dragging and dropping of portlets (features) into different positions.

Users can specify the different types of content that appear on the page by selecting from a list of available content. Apart from layout customization, users who are logged in can personalize the content. For example, a user can get the weather forecast for a city or request the stock quote for his or her favorite company. There are two levels of personalization available in these types of portals – one to modify the look and feel of the portal, and another to personalize the content.
Portlets are pluggable components in the user-interface of a Web portal. Typically a portal would have more than one portlet. Each portlet has its own specific functionality. For example, a portal could have four different portlets, one each for a forum, news, “word of the day,” and weather alerts. Portlet standards are evolving to allow users to create portlets that can be simply plugged to a portal that supports the portal standards. Each portal can be compared to a self-contained application. Web applications can be wrapped as portlets so that they can be plugged into third-party portals. Differences between Web applications and portlets basically stem from the distinct running settings and the targeted end-users of each type of software [11].

Portlets act as content aggregators and can display information gathered from different resources on distributed sources. The portlet standards control the way the look on a portal and also the way they behave.

The customization features on a portal allow registered users to add portlets to their portals or to edit or delete them. They can also customize individual portlets, personalizing not only the way the portal looks but also the content it delivers.

The standard for remote portlets, called the Web Services for Remote Portlets (WSRP) protocol, is to provide a Web services standard that allows the rendering of remote running portlets from disparate sources on a portal [82].

The Java Portlet Specification, Java Specification Request (JSR-168), enables interoperability for portlets between different Web portals. This specification defines a set of APIs for interaction between the portlet container and the portlet addressing the areas of personalization, presentation, and security [83].
4) Web Services for Remote Portlets

WSRP is a standard for Web portals currently under the management of Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS), a not-for-profit, international consortium that drives the development, convergence, and adoption of e-business standards. This specification is a joint effort of two OASIS technical committees, Web services for Interactive Applications (WSIA) and Web services for Remote Portals (WSRP). The joint authoring of these interfaces by WSRP and WSIA allows maximum reuse of presentation-oriented, interactive Web services while allowing the consuming applications to access a much richer set of standardized Web services [82].

WSRP is a set of presentation-oriented Web services that controls the way content is accessed and displayed on portals from different remote sources. A portal typically would require the integration of content and application logic from disparate sources or content providers. These providers use different interfaces and protocols. Assimilating content from these remote providers requires considerable custom programming. Portal vendors usually write custom adapters. WSRP’s goal is to enable an administrator or an application designer to choose from a wide range of compliant remote content and application providers and to integrate them with minimal or possibly no programming effort.

WSRP is a platform-independent specification model, as it defines Web service interfaces using WSDL for interacting with presentation-oriented Web services. This standard also enables Java-based portals to be interoperable with Microsoft’s proprietary WebParts technology [84].
5) **JSR-168**

Java Specification Request (JSR-168) is a project of the Java community process (JCP). This is a complementary specification to WSRP focused on portal interoperability for the Java development environment. JSR-168 is a standard Java interface for portlets that builds on the J2EE programming servlet model and is Java only [85].

Prior to JSR-168, almost all portal platforms offered their own proprietary approach to create pluggable portal components. For example, IBM had IBM portlets, Sun (iPlanet) had Providers, SAP had iViews, and Plumtree had Gadgets. JSR-168 aims to standardize these pluggable portal components so that they are independent of the actual portal server that they are written to [78].

The JSR-168 specification defines a set of APIs for portlets and deals with standardization for preferences, user information, portlet requests and responses, deployment packaging, and security [86].

6) **WSRP and JSR-168**

WSRP is a standard messaging interface for interacting with compliant UI components. JSR-168 is a standard Java interface for portlets that builds on the J2EE programming servlet model. It is an interface between a particular Java type of UI component and its hosting container. Some other differences are that JSR-168 is Java only, whilst WSRP is platform independent, and that JSR-168 is generally local, while WSRP is remote [85].

The main differences lie in WSRP's focus on XML and Web services deployment and on WSRP's inclusion of interchanges with remote portlets as part of its specification.
The WSRP specification anticipates the interoperability of portlet services developed either in the Java environment or in the Microsoft .NET environment. JSR-168 is directed at the immediate needs of the Java developer community and the ability to share JSR-168 portlets between any of the J2EE portal environments, such as IBM Websphere Portal and BEA WebLogic.

7) Portal Server

A portal server is a package that provides a basic infrastructure with the common services required to rapidly deploy a portal such as application connectivity, integration, administration, and presentation. It is an out-of-the-box solution that encompasses all portal needs. Portals can be built even without a portal server by using any Web-based technology: J2EE, .Net, or PHP.

G. Conclusion

We have reviewed some of the common architectures used in the design of computer applications. This chapter also introduces SOA and ESB as the approach we choose to apply to the design of the SOD described in Chapter III. We also assess the different RIA techniques offered on diverse platforms. The study helped us evaluate the possible interactions and features that applications can offer when they are designed as RIAs. Portals are becoming the user-interface of choice for enterprises focused on integrating their applications and resources. This chapter also provided a summary of current portals and the technology behind their delivery.
III. DESIGN OF THE SERVICE-ORIENTED DASHBOARD

A. Introduction

This chapter gives a comprehensive account of our approach to designing the SOD. We introduce current approaches and a brief literature review, and then concentrate on the design and organization of the SOD at three levels:

- The task-composition level: This section addresses the design from the process perspective.
- The user-interface level: This section addresses the design of some of the dashboard’s user-interface features.
- The services level: This section’s objective is to be able to understand the SOD model at the system level.

B. Current Dashboard Approaches

The volume and the complexity of data used and produced during the business processes of an enterprise result in complex analysis. It is also expensive and time-consuming to use the data produced to enhance project goals. Project managers are often in need of tools to efficiently monitor the evolution of a project in real time [87]. In order to resolve this shortage, in the 1980s and 1990s, Executive Information Systems (EIS) were used [88]. EIS aided analysts and executives in decision-making through graphical
displays and accessible interfaces [89]. More recently, EIS has been replaced by enterprise dashboards and scorecards. Enterprise digital dashboards are recognized as one of the most effective tools for presenting and disseminating real-time business information in a concise, personalized, and easily comprehensible format, enabling managers to make rapid and informed decisions [18], [90]. Dashboards are vital elements in the day-to-day operation of modern enterprises, as they provide to analysts, or dashboard users, an overview of the essential metrics that reflect the performance of the business [90]. These metrics are called as key performance indicators (KPI).

Several definitions of dashboards exist in the literature [91]-[93], and address the dashboard as an executive dashboard, digital dashboard, or enterprise dashboard. However, most of these definitions depict the dashboard as a display or an integrated view of the KPIs of the business. In a report by Wayne W. Eckerson, dashboards are defined as multilayered performance management systems, built on a business intelligence and data integration infrastructure [94]. This type of infrastructure enables organizations to measure, monitor, and manage business activities using both financial and non-financial measures. Some dashboard developers also add intelligent collaboration features. These features include but are not limited to instant messaging, document sharing, and video conferencing. For instance, Microsoft defines a digital dashboard as:

“A customized solution for knowledge workers that consolidates personal, team, corporate, and external information and provides single-click access to analytical and collaborative tools [95].”

Microsoft was one of the pioneers in dashboard development. Their digital dashboard uses chunks of applications or content with controls called Web Parts. Web
Parts can be used in Web sites to allow flexibility for its users in the area of customization of the user-interface. However, in general, dashboards are considered to be a single-screen display of critical business metrics and analytics to enable faster and efficient decision making. In his book *Information Dashboard Design: The Effective Visual Communication Of Data*, Stephen Few has compared different dashboards and defines a dashboard as a visual display of the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives [17]. According to him, the dashboard fits entirely on a single computer screen so it can be monitored at a glance.

In references [17], [94], the authors list the three types of dashboards based on different problems or functional areas: strategic dashboards, analytical dashboards, operational dashboards. These classifications are based on visual design, and more importantly, the roles the dashboards play. These roles are decided based on what the KPIs displayed on the dashboard are used for. Bose *et al.* discuss several features a dashboard should have for enhanced personalization and user experience [96]. Dashboards should be optimized, context-sensitive, customizable, and workflow-integrated [97]. A key benefit of dashboards is that they equip users with sufficient information to help them to quickly respond to business dynamics. They provide an amalgamated point of view for financial reports and operational trends. Some dashboards are accessible even without Internet connectivity [93]. Not only do organizations use dashboards and scorecards to link budgets, forecasts, strategies, and reports, these tools are useful in complementing business intelligence implementations.

Chowdhary *et al.*, describe a model-driven approach towards the construction of a dashboard that was devised to minimize development times and costs [90]. Ganesh *et al.*,
describe a Web services approach to building a service-based enterprise digital dashboard [18]. This approach is very similar to our approach in building the SOD but differs in several user-oriented design aspects. Dashboard models can also be designed to show the status and progress of various processes. Leymann et al. elaborates on a federated dashboard based on Web services, OWL and BPM [7].

Today, many different dashboard solutions exist on the market. Most of them are proprietary software; however, some open source solutions exist [87]. Dashboard technology can also be used in workflow consolidation and distribution, urgency evaluation, and process monitoring [97]. Aaorn says that it is not sufficient to simply display static data [88]. The importance of a dashboard is to display significant patterns of data, or information. Even better would be to display significant patterns of information with action plans, or knowledge. On that note, taking the dashboard a step beyond a simple display of KPIs would allow its users to interact with the processes.

In this thesis we present a design approach that allows the user to interact with processes while being able to study the related KPIs and make informed decisions to control the processes. The design presented also has a user-centric element. The proposed development and implementation is executed using SOA principles.

C. SOD Design Approach

We propose a three-tier model for the SOD design. We build this design on existing enterprise portal architectures. An enterprise portal’s logical architecture can be depicted as a three-tier model, as shown in Fig. 5. The services layer includes all of the enterprise resources, including data sources and applications that are required by the users.
The business process layer controls the orchestration of the services to compose processes. The presentation layer controls the way enterprise information is presented to users. Our approach to the design of the SOD builds on this existing architecture by introducing two notions. One is the TAS-SET concept, and the other is the notion of exercising users’ tasks as the objective for composing services or applications. To design the SOD, we focus on three layers of design. The first level is the user-interface tier. This layer is the part of the SOD that interacts with the user. We discuss the information and interaction design concepts of the SOD in Section 2. The user-interface layer, however, is layered on the task-composition layer, which is very similar to the business process layer of a traditional SOA. However, in the SOD design, we consider an individual user’s process to personalize the dashboard. We use SOA to enable this approach. Further, we discuss the concept of delivering an application’s functions as services (TAS) and enabling an application to consume a service (SET). Fig. 5 shows how our design approach builds on an existing enterprise architecture.

Fig. 5. Logical architecture of the SOD and relationship with traditional enterprise application architecture.
This chapter addresses three sections of the SOD design.

- Design of the SOD at the task-composition level: This section addresses the design from the process perspective. This phase design draws the requirements for the different features of the SOD design on the process abstraction of an enterprise and to frame the user-computer interaction more efficiently.

- Design of the SOD at the user-interface level: This section addresses the design of some of the SOD’s user-interface features.

- Design of the SOD at the services level: This section’s objective is to be able to present the SOD model at the system level and to demonstrate how the use of established technologies and novel approaches can be used to build the dashboard system.

1) SOD Design at the Task Composition Level

Enterprises are defined by their business processes. Business processes are a set of procedures that collectively realize the business objectives of an enterprise [98]. Business processes often require varying degrees of automation. This type of automated business processes within an enterprise can be called a workflow. The WorkFlow Management Coalition (WFMC) defines a workflow as:

“The automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules [98].”

However, a great deal of ambiguity revolves around the term workflow [27]. In this thesis, we wish to use the definition provided by Georgakopoulos et al. [27]: a work-
flow as a collection of tasks (activities) organized to accomplish some business process. The WFMC defines an activity or a task as a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process that could be executed by a human participant or a machine. Workflows are designed to accomplish fractional objectives such as processing some information or performing a service to contribute to the overall goal of the enterprise. Fig. 6(a) shows a simple workflow in an enterprise where human and computer entities interact with each other.

Fig. 6. An illustration of an enterprise workflow involving human and computer entities.

According to our definition, a user in a workflow, interacting with a computer, could have several “tasks,” as in Fig. 6(b). Some of these tasks may require the processing power of a computer, and some of the tasks performed by a computer could require human involvement. Composing a series of tasks performed by a person or a program is a common way to model high-level business processes in workflow systems [99]. This kind of interlaying of tasks performed by both machines and humans causes a great deal of communication between computers and the human personnel. This kind of communi-
cation manifests a need for human-computer-interaction (HCI) studies [100], [101]. One of the facets of HCI is the design of user interactions. Interaction design deals with the theory and practice of designing interactive and usable products [102]. There are also several resources that address interaction design patterns in improving usability of applications [103]-[105]. This section presents a drill-down approach to the construction of an SOD from the users’ process perspective.

\( a) \) Dashboard layer

Beginning from the user, he or she faces multiple tasks as a part of his/her responsibility in the enterprise workflow. We call this the user’s work function. The SOD is introduced to the user at this level, so any human entity interacting with a computer would use the SOD as the user-interface. The primary role of the user is to execute certain tasks, mostly in a specific order. Therefore, the first layer in the SOD model is the “Task” subset. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the SOD encompasses one or more tasks. In addition, in the context of the SOD, we considered “Tasks” as activities executed by human entities.

---

**Fig. 7.** Composition of tasks as a dashboard.
b) Task layer

Frequently, when a user interacts with a computer to execute a task, the user makes use of an application in the form of a Web page, a tool e.g., a word-processing application, or a program that was built to run a custom process. Hence, the user interacts with several applications to complete a task. Consequently, as illustrated in Fig. 8, we define the term “application” in the context of the dashboard as a subset of “task.”

![Fig. 8. Composition of applications to form a task.](image)


c) Application layer

In the proposed SOD model, we assume the word application to refer to an ensemble of composed Web services. Let us consider an example of an application with respect to service composition. During a trip, in order to navigate to the closest Italian restaurant, User X would need to use three different services: a GPS service to determine his or her exact location of the user, a second service that would provide Italian dining options for a location, and finally a map service. When these three services are composed, we obtain an application that can guide the user to the nearest Italian restaurant during a road trip. As depicted in Fig. 9, an application can be composed from several composite services.
Fig. 9. Composite services as an application.

\textit{d) Composite services layer}

Composite services are two or more Web services put together to deliver a service. Although, the term “service” usually represents the end result of the composition of two or more services, in this thesis we use the term to indicate a Web service. An example would be a service that calculates the current weather for a location by its ZIP code. A Web service is a service that is identified by a URI, has its features exposed programmatically over the Internet, and can be implemented via a self-describing interface. As services combine to form composite services or applications, it is important to pay attention to the design used in composition. Compositional design involves the interconnection of a set of services. According to Manolescu and Lublinsky [106], and Khalaf \textit{et al.}
there are two major compositional design approaches, hierarchical and conversational composition.

The SOD design is based on components – in the form of services, applications, or tasks, as depicted in Fig. 10. During the composition of services to form applications, there exists the possibility of type mismatches, architectural errors, and coupling. We use axiomatic design to detect these aberrations [107].

![Fig. 10. SOD design from composite services.](image)
2) Design of the SOD at the User-Interface Level

SOD design at the user level involves three main layers of development.

- Visual design.
- Information design.
- Interaction design.

Suggested by Jesse James Garrett, the above layers, along with the layers for functional specifications and user needs, form the elements of user experience [64]. Although each layer is laid on top of the other, these phases in design are not distinctly separated by rigid timelines. In this section, we focus on interaction design and information design. Visual design is not discussed in the thesis. However, visual design is the aspect of design that controls the look and feel of the dashboard in terms of such details as the color palette, font color, and typography [64].

a) Information Design

Information design is broadly defined as the art and science of preparing information so that it can be used efficiently by human beings. It is the process of effectively structuring the information that is delivered to the user. An element of information design is user-interface design. This concept for the design of the dashboard interface facilitates user input and system output to and from the dashboard system. Information design also involves the processes of communicating the relationships between the different elements of the interface. Although some of the literature cites interaction design as a part of information design, in this thesis we choose to differentiate the two [108].
The SOD is structurally split into blocks or containers based on the information architecture and connectors or navigation components. These components allow for the modularity of the SOD system. Fig. 11 shows a schematic representation of the SOD with respect to the information design elements discussed below. It also shows a hierarchical view of the SOD elements. The dashboard components are as follows:

- **Dashlet** – A dashlet is the smallest element of information that is displayed on the dashboard. Sometimes features such as dashlets are referred to as tiles or portlets in a portal. A dashlet is usually an application and provides a systematic approach of integrating the tools in a dashboard. Dashlets are similar in concept to content aggregators in portals and therefore, a dashlet can be compared to a portlet. In certain scenarios, as in the integration of a Web-based tool, dashlets can be defined using the Web services for remote portlet specification (WSRP) [109].

- **Task Tabs** – This feature of the dashboard is a tabbed view corresponding to each task that the user has. “Tasks” can be added by the user as tasks. Users can use the dashboard for multiple tasks at the same time. These tasks may require different tools and information from different sources. To avoid a cluttered dashboard with all of the information on the same page, we use a tab for each task. Tasks or tabs can be defined and dashlets can be added to a task or removed from a task using the personalization section or by using the edit option on the dashlet. Task tabs can be named as per users’ preferences.
• Tools – These are common enterprise utility components such as email, calendar, collaboration features such as instant messaging, and video conferencing.

• Alerts – The Alerts feature notifies the user as to the status of processes that are running while the user works on other tasks. For example, different colors can be used for different levels of attention, and clicking on those alerts takes the user directly to the process that requires the user’s attention. Naturally, alerts can be disabled at the users’ discretion.

• Sections – These are the different pages of the dashboard. Each section of the dashboard offers different controls for the continuous development or reconfiguration of the dashboard.
  
  o Assignment: The most important section of the dashboard is the Assignments section which displays the user’s tasks. Several tasks make up an assignment.

  o Task Organizer: The task organizer section allows the users to frame the tasks using specific applications from the applications library and connecting them with rules.

  o Personalization: The Personalization section allows users to change general settings, such as the way the user receives alerts, and the visual presentation, including the color scheme of the dashboard. This feature also enables the user to select what content he or she would wish to see on the dashboard. Tools that are not a part of tasks, such as email or calendars, can be added to the dashboard.
Applications Library: The Tools Library is a collection of available tools that are TAS enabled. The TAS approach is described in detail later in Section 3(a). Users can select from the list of tools and applications they would prefer to use on the SOD and eventually use in their tasks. In the hypothetical example used in the problem scenario section, Microsoft Excel (or a spreadsheet application) and Word (or a word-processing) could be two tools in the Tools Library if they are service-enabled. That is, they should be pluggable to the SOD. Other tools could be visualization components, such as KPIs and supporting analytics. In either case, it is important to choose the visualization that best meets the end user need in relation to the information he or she is monitoring or analyzing. Microsoft Excel offers great capabilities for charting KPIs on a dashboard [110]. Based on the information infrastructure of an enterprise, the application and tool libraries could be a repository of service-oriented components that can be coalesced to form dashlets. Dashlets could also support syndication feeds. This repository could also contain related feeds. Applications, tools, and feeds can be added to the library using a search mechanism for published components.

File Repository: The File Repository is used to store all of the documents and files that are produced by any of the applications in the SOD. These documents can be recalled for further edits or can be batch processed for such jobs as printing or making charts.
Fig. 11. Illustration of the components of the SOD interface.
b) Interaction Design

Interaction design involves the cognitive process of designing interactive systems [102]. The term “Interaction Design” can be defined as:

“The selection of behavior, functions, information and their presentation to the user [111].”

Yamamoto and Nakakoji describe interaction design as the process of determining the representations and operations of an application system by considering what representations the user needs to interact with, through what operations [112]. Interaction design basically controls the movement and actions of the user when interacting with the dashboard and also the way in which the SOD reacts to those interactions.

A digital dashboard has traditionally been used to display KPIs or aid in analytics. The SOD adds a layer of interaction to the other services. The SOD serves as an integration solution offering seamless execution of users’ routine tasks that could require interaction with several applications and tools. The SOD is designed to simulate an enterprise’s member’s job functions. The dashboard is modeled with the user in perspective, and the user-interface components represent the components of the user’s work function. Every human entity in an enterprise has a set of responsibilities, usually referred to as his or her assignment. The user executes the assignment by interacting with the assignment section of the dashboard. An assignment is a set of tasks represented by the tabbed task views of the dashboard. The user interacts with several applications during the course of a task. These applications are represented by an equal or fewer count of dashlets. Fig. 12 represents this relationship between the user’s work functions and a dashboard’s design element.
Composition of a task is achieved by composing applications. A task can be described as the interaction between the user and a set of dashlets. The user has maximum interaction with the dashlets. As applications are made available through the dashlet, they should accommodate minimization, maximization, and docking and undocking features to support enhanced flexibility. Dashlets can be added or removed to compose a task in the Tasks organizer section. The Applications library is a repository of tools and applications that can be added to the dashboard as dashlets; however, this kind of composition to create dashlets may in some cases require custom design and system integration efforts.

In order to execute a task, users simply have to use and interact with the dashlets in a Task tab. Each dashlet can have specific data transfer operations, such as saving a document from a word processing dashlet or exporting data from a Web page into another dashlet. The process of completing a task is demonstrated using the hypothetical
scenario described in the Problem Scenario section in Chapter I. Fig. 13 depicts an SOD instance for the hypothetical scenario. The user logs onto the Web-based SOD. Task 1 is the tab he focuses on as it models his first task. There are two dashlets in this task. The first one displays the trend and quotes for a list of symbols that are preset by the user. After analyzing the quotes, the user transfers the data by exporting it to Microsoft Word as a table (SET), and then the user performs some transformations to the data using a service from Microsoft Excel (TAS). The user uses the charting tool of Microsoft Excel to chart the data into different charts, and then creates a complete report including the charts produced by the charting tool – all inside the Microsoft Word dashlet. The documents can be stored in the file repository for later retrieval.

The Personalization component allows the users to change general settings, such as the way the user receives alerts and the color scheme of the SOD. This feature also enables the user to select the content he or she would prefer to see on the SOD, apart from the tasks.

The SOD interactive features should be spontaneous and the data transfer seamless. RIAs are examples of applications that have great interactivity and connectivity; hence, a Web-based dashboard can be implemented as an RIA. In addition, pluggable components or applications called mashups can be used as dashlets. The dashboard can be a pluggable module in a portal, or the dashboard design can be adopted in a portal. The design will allow portals to append a relationship between portlets to frame tasks and workflows.
Fig. 13. A simple representation of a Web-based SOD for the problem scenario described in the Chapter I.

3) SOD Design at the Services Level

The SOD design at this level is based on SOA. There are two subsections in this section. Subsection (a) describes an application of TAS and SET in SOD design to improve interaction. Subsection (b) describes the SOA approach that is followed in this thesis.

- TAS-SET model [113], [114].
- SOA and related concepts.
The TAS-SET approach is a bipartite notion in which the first concept is the Tools-as-Services (TAS) approach and the second, complementing concept is the Service-Enabled Tools (SET) approach. These notions involve the introduction of applications and their functions as services and the perspective of applications consuming Web services. SOA offers us the capability of integrating content from multiple sources through Web services, similar to the approach used in portals and other content aggregators. Along with such concepts of Web services, ESB, and adapters etc, the SOD design includes features that accommodate various popular notions of Web 2.0, such as syndication feeds and mashup features, etc.

\textit{a) Tools-as-Services and Service-enabled Tools approach}

The Encyclopedia Britannica and the Merriam Webster online dictionary refer to the word “Tool”, in a computer science context, as:

\textit{“An element of a computer program or application that activates and controls a particular function.”}

An application in this section simply refers to a software application or a computer program. A Web site that delivers some kind of a service could be an application. Microsoft Excel is a spreadsheet application. The chart wizard feature of Microsoft Excel is a tool. We use these concepts of tool and application in this section. Fig. 14 illustrates a tool in the context of an application.
In the TAS approach, an application and its functions (tools) could be used the way Web services are used [113], [114]. An example of TAS is provided in [115], [116], which shows the spell-check feature of Word exposed as a service. This concept is a three-step process. In the first step, the desired tools would be componentized using service descriptions and placed in a repository, such as the UDDI. This step is analogous to publishing a Web service. The second step involves the use of an application that searches for tools in the registry based on their service descriptions. This process is similar to service discovery. As a third step, an aggregator application such as the SOD or a portal can then use the invoked tool, thereby delivering the invoked tool’s functionality in a completely different application interface.

The TAS approach can be demonstrated using the following illustration. Let us consider a process where a user must use two applications, to complete her task. Microsoft Excel and Word, both these tools function independently. As a part of her task, the user employs Excel’s charting function for a report that she types in Word. This involves using two applications, switching between them and copying and pasting or embedding content from one to another. In this simple case, the applications considered are easy-to-use and there are no obvious circumstances for errors, but in a real-life situation, com-

Fig. 14. Multiple functions or tools in a spreadsheet application.
puter users use several applications and tools to perform their tasks. In this case, there could be significant loss of time and accuracy in switching between applications or transferring data manually.

Second, most of the applications have excessive toolbars. Most of these “features” are not used by the average person. For example, the user in our scenario may need only the Excel charting tool and no other functions, as a part of the workflow. Hence, it is sufficient for the user when the dashboard displays just the necessary part of Excel (application) and the chart plotting function or tool as a dashlet. This aspect of personalization focuses attention on the tool used and the task to be performed by avoiding clutter in the user’s workspace. Fig. 15 shows the toolbars of Microsoft Excel. For a person who uses Excel only for its charting function, these tool bars are needless.

![Chart wizard tool in Microsoft Excel interface.](image)

Fig. 15. Chart wizard tool in Microsoft Excel interface.

In the scenario under discussion, the tool is invoked in the parent application itself (that is, the charting tool is invoked by Excel). However, in SOA, it should be possible to invoke a tool of an application into a totally different but structurally similar application. For example, if the user has a table in Word, instead of copying the table data from word to Excel, plotting the chart in Excel, and copying it back in to Word, the user could simply use the charting function of Excel in Word. As evident from Fig. 16, Excel’s charting
function and the Word applications are exposed as services that are consumed by the dashboard in one single dashlet application.

![Diagram of SOD using Microsoft Excel’s function as a service inside Word.](image)

**Fig. 16.** A manifestation of the SOD using Microsoft Excel’s function as a service inside Word.

In order to realize this architecture, it is important for application developers to follow SOA. It is important to expose the tools interface as Web services. In addition, applications have to be built to invoke and apply Web services or tools as services. This concept is the SET approach. Fig. 17 illustrates the concept of tools-as-services and service enable tools approach.

The TAS approach has a complementary method in the form of the SET approach. In TAS, the functions in an application are published as services. On the contrary, service-enabled tools are applications that can consume a service and allow the application user to access the invoked service in the application’s interface. An example of this
concept is the ability of Microsoft Excel to display the results of Web services. For instance, the delayed stock quote Web service provided by Xmethods, along with the Web service references tool can be used to check stock quotes over the Internet. Microsoft Excel can now be used to display the results of the Web service’s operation in its interface [23]. An application can consume and operate a Web service within itself.

Recognizing the TAS and SET approaches provides significant value-added features to the dashboard in several ways. Use of multiple tools on a single interface (dashboard): First, the TAS model enables the user to complete his or her tasks using a single application (dashboard) or in an application, with which he is most familiar. Second, although the user-interface of the tool is preserved, data connectivity is seamless when used on the dashboard. There is no need for the user to switch between applications. Third, we reduce the manual movement of data between tools by the user. This potentially reduces significant data entry errors.

Fig. 17. Tools-as-services and service-enabled tools concept.
Some of the notable benefits of the TAS-SET model are as follows:

- **Reduction of clutter in the application**: Several applications have numerous functions in the form of toolbars. When only a single function is required in the application, the dashlet can display just the working interface and the tool required for that task. This approach avoids clutter on the user’s workspace, thereby improving efficiency.

- **Reusability of tools**: A tool is designed for a specific purpose or niche. By replacing a tool with Web pages or another GUI, we are replacing years of engineering effort that makes a tool effective for being used in a particular activity.

- **Choice of user-interface**: The applications in the TAS-SET model can act as both TAS and as clients. Consider a scenario where a user uses Microsoft Excel and MATLAB for a task. MATLAB is a very specialized program and requires a learning curve for the efficient use of its functionalities and interface. The user uses MATLAB only for a single function. With the TAS-SET model, the user may prefer to work with Excel as his choice of application and choose not to use MATLAB. In this case, MS-Excel can invoke the required, exposed MATLAB function. Microsoft Excel acts as a client (SET), while MATLAB’s function acts as a service (TAS). If the user is more familiar with MATLAB and not so much with Excel, a different scenario will be that MATLAB invokes Microsoft Excel functions; thus MATLAB acts as a client while Microsoft Excel acts as a TAS. Fig. 18 illustrates this scenario.
b) SOA for integration

We envision the dashboard as a personalized, service-enabled, RIA. Our dashboard model is essentially a composite application of desktop and Web-based tools interoperating seamlessly with each other. We have considered several approaches that could be used to develop the dashboard.

The different components of the dashboard are integrated using an SOA-based approach. The implementation will use Web services standards. There are two types of Web services, as described in Section B3 in Chapter II. The document-style exchanges data as XML documents, while the RPC-style Web service describes the interface in the format of a method-signature and takes input and output in a programming-language-specific data type [117]. The document-style approach offers significant advantages over RPC call approaches. It allows the full use of XML, which makes the handling of the complex biological documents easier. It can handle asynchronous processing better than RPC systems, which helps in improving the reliability, scalability, and performance of systems [118]. Importantly, the document-style approach can divide the system concep-
ually into two distinct layers, the infrastructure layer and the application layer, by pro-
gramming to an interface rather than an implementation [119]. By using this divide and
conquer model, we can exclude application logic during integration of the data sources
and software tools. This ensures that the resultant services are easily exportable and reus-
able by different applications, rather than tied to a single implementation. During the de-
development of an application, the different interfaces can be composed together, either
programmatically or by using compositional approaches such as the business process
execution language (BPEL) based on an analysis workflow. The document-style ap-
proach can be implemented using an ESB, one of the approaches that can be used to con-
struct the dashboard’s integration system.

c) ESB-based integration

The ESB is a software architecture construct and is described as a highly distrib-
uted approach for enterprise integration that provides capabilities for building integrated
systems in incremental, digestible chunks, maintaining their own local control and auton-
omy, while still being able to connect together each integration project into a larger, more
global integration fabric [120]. The use of ESB offers distinct advantages [45], [121],
[122]. ESB can connect to different components such as data sources and computational
tools using different transport protocols but expose them as services using a common pro-
tocol [45]. The initial steps involved in integration with data sources or computation tools
involve writing adapters to connect with the information sources and generating the XML
document. Most ESB provide adapters to connect to data sources; however, we can ex-
tend them by using custom adapters if an appropriate adapter is not available. Adapters
can be written to any component using standard or proprietary protocols. For example, adapters can be written to connect to databases using such standards as the open database connectivity (ODBC) [123]. Fig. 19 shows the adapter in the ESB that connects the dashboard to the Web services.

Fig. 19. Application of ESB in the design of SOD.

The two important aspects of the dashboard services layer are as follows:

- **Workflow composition and process management**: Many competing composition languages exist in the Web services model to execute workflows. The most popular orchestration language seems to be business process execution language for Web services (BPEL4WS), a combination of IBM’s Web service flow language (WSFL) and Microsoft’s Web services for business process design (XLANG). Another language is the Web service Choreography Initiative (WSCI) approach proposed as a W3C standard by Sun, BEA Weblogic, and
other partner companies. Stabb et al. compares BPEL4WS, WSCI, and many of the other orchestration approaches that currently exist [124]. Process management techniques can be developed on top of the BPEL4WS layer for monitoring the workflows [125].

- Process personalization: The dashboard is built on a framework as illustrated in Fig. 20. The services and tools are discovered in service and tool registries, respectively. The ESB layer provides the system’s integration with Web services, tools, and applications through the mediator. The mediator service is responsible for the communication of data with the tools and applications through the wrappers or adapters. Business processes and workflows are controlled by BPM and orchestration layers. Personalization is offered at a higher level at which users can have customized information presented to them based on their user profiles. On top of the personalization layer is the dashboard layer. The dashboard has a tool-service adapter and its user-interface.
D. Conclusion

While there are several issues to address in the development of the SOD such as data mismatches, mediation between different tools, unified login experience, and personalization capabilities, this thesis focuses on the different components of the SOD at the design level. The next chapter describes an example deployment of the Dashboard model to improve user experience in a biological research application.
IV. CASE STUDY

This chapter introduces two case studies from the bioinformatics domain. The case studies involve laboratories that deal with extensive data collection/analysis and complex workflows. The bioinformatics research lab can be a good example of an enterprise model because a bioinformatics laboratory, like an enterprise, faces a constant need for integration of such resources as databases. This chapter starts by comparing the bioinformatics domain to a business enterprise model. For each case study, we briefly discuss the background of the research in the laboratory, the specific workflow considered during the study, the need for integration methods, and finally how the SOD can enhance the workflow of the lab.

A. The Bioinformatics Domain

The term bioinformatics was coined by Hwa Lim in the late 1980s but gathered momentum only after the human genome project, one of the most remarkable milestones in life sciences research over the past few decades [126]-[128]. The availability of genome sequences for hundreds of different biological species has created a foundation for the development of a broad array of high-throughput experimentation tools and methods for automated generation of biological data [123], [129]. Because of the use of technology, automation, and other evolving techniques in the laboratory, unprecedented volumes of analytical data were produced [130], [131]. There was an emergent need for the me-
Methodical collection, storage, and analysis of biological information and bioinformatics refers to the application of information technology to the computational systems used in this effort. The bioinformatics domain and the business domain have several similarities. For example, the integration of bioinformatics resources, such as databases, is a massive challenge. This problem is analogous to the enterprise integration problem in the business domain. Likewise, both domains face the necessity of developing tools and software to solve certain analytical problems with efficiency and to aid in operational processes. For this reason, we consider that a bioinformatics research lab to be a special case of a business enterprise model.

1) Bioinformatics Data

Although research organizations and business enterprises have some common objectives, life sciences data differs from the data used in business application domains [132]. The characteristics of bioinformatics data are as follows:

- More complex and has constantly developing data structures when compared to business data.
- More distributed in source and heterogeneous in nature.
- High-volume, noisy, formatted differently, occasionally incomplete, and incompatible.
- Lags behind business data in ontology development.

Although the characteristics of bioinformatics data might be different from enterprise data, the technology used for integration is similar. For instance, SOA techniques are being used for integration in the bioinformatics domain. This is because the services
model offers an abstraction model for the data. This implies that only the schema of the data is different and that however, the integration steps remain the same.

2) Need for Integration

*Biological databases have been invaluable for managing these data and for making them accessible. Depending on the data that they contain, the databases fulfill different functions. But, although they are architecturally similar, so far their integration has proved problematic* [133].

The integration challenge faced by the bioinformatics domain is appropriately described by researcher and author Lincoln Stein. New and developing techniques in research have resulted in massive, incredibly heterogeneous, and discrete data. Resourceful integration is almost becoming a necessity for more effective research. The lack of intelligent integration of data, tools, and research methods is proving to be a critical bottleneck in scientific research. Fig. 21 depicts this need for integration.

Fig. 21. Need for integration in bioinformatics.
Fig. 21 depicts the need to connect databases, software tools, and applications within the lab with the databases, software tools, and applications outside the lab. These resources are written by different people using different data formats and different technologies. For instance, the integration of such diverse and discrete databases has been challenging.

In the life sciences domain, integration issues encompass four aspects:

1. Integration of external databases.
2. Integration of analysis and computational tools.
3. Integration of the tools and instruments used within the lab.
4. Integration of results published.

Although there are numerous approaches to the integration of biological resources available [134]-[137], we consider only the service-oriented approach in this thesis.

3) Current Infrastructures for Integration

SOA is used in several bioinformatics integration approaches [117], [138], [139]. SOA can be defined as a specific software platform based on a set of decoupled, well-defined software components or modules that have well-described interfaces and message exchange protocols [140]. One of the essential features of the SOA is the use of Web services. Many bioinformatics data sources are becoming available on the Internet and, more recently, as Web services [136], [141], [142]. These Web services are available as REST Web services or as SOAP-based Web services.

In order to better define the purpose of the service during the data integration process, developers use semantics. The semantic Web has been developed to provide
common meaning between concepts used in Web pages and services, and to improve the integration process. Fully developed ontology languages have been defined more recently. Ontology is a group of conceptual definitions that describe an application domain. An example of an ontology language is the Web Ontology Language (OWL).

Large capacities of computing resources or grids are connected at a national or even worldwide scale to build virtual supercomputers. A few examples of such computing infrastructures are MyGrid, Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN), and BioMoby [22], [143].

The use of software agents in the integration of disparate biological data sources is another concept that is growing popular [130], [136], [144]-[148]. The software agent metaphor constitutes a flexible approach towards the integration of bioinformatics tools and the dynamic composition-execution of data analysis workflows [145]. The bioinformatics domain is characterized by rapid, substantial changes over time [146]. Although the volume of data poses a large threat, the change in the resources available to the bio-scientist is another problem. Any system intended for application to the bioinformatics domain should be able to cope with this dynamism and openness, and nothing addresses these concerns as comprehensively as the agent approach [146]. Using an agent-based framework for Web services is efficient, especially in the field of bioinformatics integration [148]-[150].

**B. Case Studies**

In order to depict and study the problem scenario more effectively, we conducted two separate studies of two research laboratories and their workflows. This chapter de-
scribes in detail some of the labs’ case-specific workflows and processes. The case stud-
ies represent a problem domain that in part follows a business model in certain aspects,
such as integration and the development of tools and information management systems.
Our focus for the case study was to derive the general requirements for a generic
dashboard system. The need for the SOD is to provide an effective interface to facilitate
interactions with the researchers and their different data sources, processes, computa-
tional programs for analysis, and instrumentation used in experimentation.

These studies were designed, conducted, and analyzed with the following specific
objectives:

- To first document the laboratory’s workflow under study,
- To design a service-oriented approach for a part of the workflow,
- To record the requirements for a dashboard to monitor the workflows, and
- To illustrate how the service-oriented approach might improve the workflow.

The sources of data for the case studies were laboratory documentation, interac-
tion with laboratory members, direct observation, and demonstrations of laboratory proc-
esses.

These studies enabled us to formulate the needs and the design for an effective
SOD. The methods in the laboratories, their workflows, and the results of the case studies
are discussed under the respective case sections.

1) Case Study – Arnett Lab

The first case study presented in this chapter was conducted in collaboration with
the Department of Epidemiology at UAB. This case study focuses on a specific part of
the laboratory’s research workflow that requires the researcher to use several Web pages and Web-based tools. It also requires the researcher to search several large documents manually. The case description includes the design of a dashboard-based solution and the implementation of a prototype that creates a part of the solution.

\[\text{Research background}\]

HyperGEN is the Hypertension Genetic Epidemiology Network. Now in its ninth year, this study seeks to identify the genes contributing to hypertensive heart disease in participating families [151]. One of their studies involves left ventricular hypertrophy, the heart condition in which the myocardium of the left ventricle thickens.

HyperGEN has identified four genomic regions showing evidence of linkage, has fine mapped these regions, and has successfully identified variations within positional candidate genes contributing to interindividual variation in left ventricular mass [151]. They have recently completed a genome-wide association study to identify genetic variants that play a modest role in the hypertrophy phenotype. Genetic association studies are performed to determine whether a genetic variant is associated with a disease or trait. Genetic linkage studies are done by linkage mapping and are critical for identifying the location of genes that cause genetic diseases.

Linkage and association studies typically identify regions of association that cover a region of ten to thirty centimorgans (cM), which can contain up to 300 genes. There are two ways to identify the genes in a particular region.

1. Method 1: Conventionally, these regions are identified by the linkage and association studies, and are then fine-mapped. During the process of fine-
mapping, the area under each region is saturated with additional molecular markers and these markers are then tested for association with the trait in question. This technique greatly reduces the area under each region and results in a handful of recognized candidate genes for each region. However, it can be costly and time-consuming.

2. Method 2: The other method is to identify the genes that lie within the region of interest and to select genes from this list for further analysis based on some criteria, such as previously demonstrated association with the phenotype. The large number of genes in a linkage region, and the difficulty involved in identifying and cataloging those genes, makes this process complicated.

The case study we have described in this chapter focuses on method two. Genetic researchers often resort to a manual approach when following this method. This case study examines the various manual steps that the researcher has to execute to find the necessary information to identify genes in a region.

In order to identify genes in a particular region of interest, the second method involves searching for each individual gene and retrieving the corresponding PubMed citations and Online Mendelian Inheritance in Mankind (OMIM) information. This information is again subjected to a manual search with key words of interest. This process is ineffective, cumbersome, and highly time-consuming. Once selective genes are chosen from the list of genes in the region, investigators then try to use comparative genomic approaches, where those chosen human genes are compared to conserved genes found in model organisms, such as rats and mice. Mouse and humans share regions that have the same gene order and content, aligning these regions can help to identify a smaller region
of interest than the initial linkage analysis. This technique has been successfully em-
ployed in only a few circumstances as in Vitt et al., in which a kidney disease quantita-
tive trait locus was narrowed from 10 to 11.5 Mb by identifying syntenous regions in
humans and rats [152].

b) Workflow

This section describes the step-by-step workflow employed in method 2 described
in the previous section. The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) data-
base is used extensively in this workflow for the purpose of obtaining the following in-
formation:

- The set of genes in a region of interest.
- Information on the OMIM.
- PubMed information.

The workflow can be split into four non sequential tasks. For example, the list of
genes obtained may number have about 300 genes. Starting on the first gene, the OMIM
information must be retrieved, searched, and recorded (if the search is successful) or dis-
carded (if a keyword search results no hits). Each gene may have more than one OMIM
reference and usually more than one PubMed citations. Each of the records has to be
searched for key words of interest. Finally the decision is made by the investigator as to
whether to select the gene. This sequence of tasks is carried out for every gene in the se-
quence. This process could literally take days if executed by a single individual. Fig. 22
depicts the workflow that is made up of four tasks discussed in the following sections.
The following modules elaborate in detail the tasks involved in the workflow of the case study – Arnett Lab:

- **Module 1**: Obtaining the set of genes in a region of interest. The first task in this process is to manually download a file from the NCBI Web site. This file is a list of genes in the specified region of a chosen chromosome. Downloading the file requires that the user must browse through several different pages, select specific options, and specify the chromosome region. Fig. 23 shows the various steps involved, with each step marked by a page transition (server request). The
researcher visits the NCBI Web site and uses a tool called Map Viewer. This tool shows integrated views of chromosome maps for many organisms, including human and numerous other vertebrates, invertebrates, fungi, protozoa, and plants [153]. The researcher uses this tool to obtain the chromosome maps and then to study the genes in a specific region of the chromosome. The user has to traverse eight steps before downloading the list of genes. However often this sequence is used, the researcher has to go through all of the steps, as there are no customization features. The appendix describes each step with a screenshot. The steps are as follows:

- Step 1: The user goes to the NCBI Web page, scrolls down, and clicks on the Map Viewer link.
- Step 2: On the next page, the user selects the organism that is under study, in this case Homo sapiens (build 36). A new page is loaded in the browser.
- Step 3: On this new page, the user selects the chromosome that is being investigated. The genes to be studied would be on a specific region on this chromosome.
- Step 4: The chromosome map is displayed on the next page. The user clicks on the “Maps and Options” button on this page.
- Step 5: A popup opens. The user makes the selection for the appropriate map options used to display the chromosome map.
- Step 6: Back in the chromosome map page, the user provides the region of choice in the fields provided.
Step 7: The chromosome map refreshes to display the map of the chosen region. On the same page, a link points to the page where the sequence can be downloaded. This link results in another page.

Step 8: On this page the link to the actual file is present. The user clicks on the file link to download the tab delimited file. This downloaded document is a flat file with a list of genes with corresponding columns of specific information. This document is a tab-delimited file and is most readable in spreadsheet applications, such as Microsoft Excel.

Module 2: Obtaining the OMIM information. On studying this document downloaded from Map Viewer, the researcher identifies the genes that have associated OMIM information. OMIM is an NCBI database that lists all the known diseases and related genes in the human genome [154]. Each gene may have one or more OMIM IDs. Each OMIM entry is given a unique six-digit number called the MIM number, or in OMIM database terms, the OMIM ID. The OMIM ID uniquely identifies each OMIM entry. The researcher manually goes to the NCBI OMIM search interface and looks up the OMIM information for each gene in the flat file. The OMIM information is text-based and, in order to perform a keyword search, the browser’s search feature must be used. Or, the complete text has to be copied into a file corresponding to the gene. The keyword search is then executed using the spreadsheet’s search/find options. Either ways, it is extremely cumbersome and error prone.
Module 3: Obtaining the PubMed Information. Similar to OMIM information, each gene in the list can be associated with one or more documents from PubMed, an NCBI database that stores citations for biomedical articles [153]. PubMed can be accessed via PubMed Central or Entrez. Entrez is a more sophisticated Web portal/search engine than NCBI and can be used to query many of the databases offered by NCBI. When the researcher types a gene into the search interface of PubMed, it results in a list of all of the documents from the database that cites that particular gene. Each document will have summaries or abstracts of the article. Once again when the researcher has to determine the significance of that gene in the study by using a key word search of the PubMed articles, it is done using the browser or by employing the copy-paste routine.

Module 4: Searching the information. The OMIM and the PubMed information, associated with each gene, offer vital information for the researcher to identify candidate genes for further research. This search process is done by carrying out a keyword search on the retrieved PubMed and OMIM information. The genes that yield “hits” during the search are those genes that are identified as candidate genes. Other genes in the flat file are discarded.
Although the techniques in method 2 (identifying genes in a region based on a key word search) are promising, the technical difficulties in implementing them have prevented them from becoming popular. To overcome these issues, adaptable, easy-to-use software that automatically identifies and retrieves genes located within a region of association or linkage, retrieves the PubMed citations for those genes for humans and other
species, and allows for a key-word-based search, would be invaluable to genetic re-
searchers.

c) Need for automation/integration

The workflow described above uses data from multiple databases hosted by the NCBI. The databases are accessed through Web interfaces (Web pages). Although several APIs are available to the users of these databases, very few researchers make use of these APIs for their workflows. The workflow described in Section 1(b) of this chapter is just a part of the major workflow objective in which those chosen human genes are compared to conserved genes found in model organisms, such as rats and mice. The mice and rats databases are hosted independently and are not a part of NCBI. Therefore, there are no available APIs to integrate with the rat and mouse systems. This lack of proper interfaces present a great need for an integration models to exist that can connect independent databases to the users workflow. In addition, as evident from the workflow described in the previous section, the researcher has to peruse several different pages before eventually arriving at the final result. A tool that could personalize the information of the researcher and also allows the researcher to conserve time and resources would be of great use.

d) The Service-Oriented Dashboard approach

Fig. 24 illustrates the design of the SOD for the research workflow described. This workflow would eventually replace workflow steps 1-4. Fig. 24 does not depict the
other features of the SOD such as “personalization” as explained in the components of the SOD section.

Fig. 24. Dashlets for the tasks described in the Arnett case study workflow.

The SOD used in this case has three dashlets. The first dashlet can be customized to hold preset values for the various parameters that the user would normally enter when using the Map Viewer. These parameters include the type of organism, the chromosome in the organism under study, the region in the chromosome and also the map or viewing preferences. Presetting values will save time for a researcher. At present, the dashlet just produces the genes on the sequence requested in a tab-delimited file format. This file can be exported to the spreadsheet dashlet. This allows the user to study the genes on the list. In future versions, the maps displayed by the Map Viewer could be displayed by the dashlet.

The next step involves searching the PubMed and the OMIM information corresponding to each gene in the list and storing the information. Using an intelligent keyword search on the stored information, the candidate genes are identified corresponding
to whether the PubMed or OMIM information yielded hits. The search dashlet is used for this purpose. This dashlet provides an interface, which has multiple search criteria that can be used to formulate advanced queries. Different queries based on assorted sets of keywords can produce several files. All of these documents can be retrieved from the file repository of the Dashboard. Besides providing intuitive user-interfaces, the SOD development for this case study provides the user an easy way of transparently transferring data from dashlet to another transparently. Using the SOD will be highly efficient in several ways. The following are a few of the advantages:

Using the Map Viewer on the Web site would make the user browse several Web pages with superfluous information. The dashlet could retrieve the same information in a fraction of the time as it is highly personalized.

The user does not have to go to the Web site to search the PubMed and OMIM information for each gene. This process is very challenging and could yield erroneous information. The Search dashlet uses the Web services offered by NCBI support for querying the PubMed and the OMIM databases and employs sophisticated queries to search the information [153]. Using a Dashboard for this process is not only time-saving but results in an improved user experience.

2) Case Study – Hartman Lab

Dr. John Hartman is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Genetics at UAB. His research focuses on genetic buffering of DNA replication. Budding yeast is the model organism used in his research. The Yeast Genetics Lab served as an ideal envi-
ronment for a case study because it could benefit greatly connectivity to external databases and improved integration within the laboratory.

\[\text{a) Research}\]

The objective of the lab is to systematically infer gene function from time series of data generated by observing the growth of different yeast knockout strains perturbed under different conditions [155]. The application of systems analysis to understanding the complex interactions between genetic and environmental variations on cellular phenotypes is called cellular phenomics. However, studying localized qualitative effects of single genes on phenotypes is not adequate to completely understand the complex interworking of pathways. In order to do so, one should be able to look at the quantitative effects of combinations of genes with other genes and environmental factors. Empowering such an extensive study for this experimental paradigm would require high-throughput capabilities. The Hartman lab is in the process of obtaining high throughput cellular phenotyping (HTCP) capabilities that can facilitate a more insightful, astute, and improved discernment of the genetic interaction networks. One of the ways to understand the gene interaction networks is through cellular array analysis, where individual cell cultures are under observation as opposed to genomic DNA. Currently, cellular array phenotyping are non-automated or semi-automated.

To fully utilize the potential of HTCP, enhanced instrumentation and improved data collection and analysis are very important. Additionally, HTCP results in large amounts of data. This would mean the data would require publishing and could be compared with data from other researchers or even need data from external resources such as
databases for further analysis. This system would therefore greatly benefit from integration within the laboratory and also with external databases, before adopting high-throughput capabilities.

\[ b) \text{ Workflow} \]

In general, the aim of the experimentation process is to know the degree to which the cell, as a system, depends on each genetic component for stability. This is determined by the extent of genetic interaction. Interactions are inferred from proliferation of the corresponding deletion strain (knock-out strain). Proliferation is the system output that is measured and describes the growth of the cell cultures. To determine the relevant (physiologic) range of effects for a given perturbation (e.g., a drug), growth of the reference strain (strain without deletion) is tested. The threshold of buffering capacity for the system is the minimum inhibitory concentration of the drug, and thus one can expect to begin to see many genetic interactions (i.e., non-additive effects of gene deletion on growth/proliferation) above this concentration. The research workflow in the Hartman lab is presented in this section. The workflow is described in the context of essential processes, data generated, applications and instruments used, and connections to external databases. The workflow is composed of the following steps:

- Development of a hypothesis: A hypothesis is a logical and intelligent conjecture as to how a process or research experiment would react to the relationship between two or more variables that influence the process. A hypothesis is tested by the process of experimentation. In the genetics lab, the researcher
develops the hypothesis based on studying related data or the data from a similar experimental process or simply by cognitive thinking.

- Design the experiment: Experimental design follows the development of a hypothesis. Design is biologically motivated. The researcher in the genetics lab, at this stage, selects the strains he or she would like to research further, and the perturbations (drugs) and environment variables that are to be used in the experiment. During this stage the researcher uses data from external resources such as OpenBiosystems and Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) to make more prudent design decisions. This data needs to be retrieved only when a new knock-out strain set is used; however, the external, retrieved data that is stored locally should be updated frequently.

- Experimentation: There are several sub-processes that take place during experimentation. The strains chosen during the design stage are transferred to solid agar plates after using an instrument called the plate reader. The agar plates contain the perturbations as well as the media that promotes the growth of the yeast strains. This process is termed “printing.” The printed strains on the plates are called cellular arrays. The printing of the cellular arrays is carried out by the liquid handling system by depositing droplets of dilute cell suspensions on the agar plates. Also used is the automated plate handling system that stores and handles the plates used in printing. Once the printing process is complete, these agar plates are stored in an incubator at about 30 degree Celsius for about 15 hours. During this period the yeast cell cultures (spot) on the cellular array are rapidly multiplying, meaning that their colonies would
become increasingly visible over time. This proliferation is the phenotype that is measured in the data collection process. There are three instruments used during this part of the workflow. A software application is used to interact with the system that integrates the instruments and also controls and records the data that is used by the system. Microsoft Excel is another application that is used during the experimentation process, primarily to store data from the plate reader.

- Data collection: During data collection, the plates are removed from the incubator and imaged in sets of ten. A scanner is used for the imaging, and a shadow rather than the reflection of the colonies are obtained. The measured quantity is intensity of color. Darker areas indicate higher proliferation. The plates are returned to the rack, maintaining the same order, and the next batch of ten plates is processed similarly. The systematic arrangement of the plates for each scan, together with the ordering of the scan sequence, is used for tracking all of the information. This process is repeated about twenty times at an interval of one to two hours to get a series of scans or images. The effect of perturbation over the knockout strains is evident by the varying intensities of the spots on a plate and the varying rate of intensities of the spots over time. The scans (a single scan captures 10 plates) are stored in folders according to the time of scanning. Fig. 25 is an image of one single scan of ten plates taken at three different time points to demonstrate the cell proliferation over time. An image scanning application is used to interface with the scanner. This application also names these scan images sequentially. Microsoft Excel is used
in this phase to create a template file that is used in the data analysis stage. This file basically relates the numerical intensity values to the strain information corresponding to each spot in a plate. An image viewer application is used to view the images for abnormalities, and any aberrations are noted in the Microsoft Excel template.

![Fig. 25. Images of scans of cellular arrays capturing the growth of yeast colonies over time.](image)

- **Data analysis:** After the imaging process, the scans of the plates that substantiate cell proliferation have to be analyzed to obtain numerical data. The scans require a bit of preprocessing before they are fed to an image analysis program. Along with the images, the program also needs information that correlates the position of the strains on scans to the actual knockout strains. The program then calculates the intensity values of each spot over time. The program produces a text document containing the intensity values over time for
each knockout strain. Currently the image analysis programs are in JAVA and MATLAB. The output of the image analysis programs is printed in the Excel template that was created in the image collection phase.

- **Data Modeling:** This step involves deriving results after analyzing the numerical data produced during the data analysis procedure. The numerical data corresponds to the intensity of the image of the culture, which directly signifies cell proliferation. This phase is crucial towards interpreting results. MATLAB programs are used to model the numerical data into comprehensible information in the form of graphs using certain special functions. Growth curves are graphs that show how the cell cultures proliferate over time. Growth curves are plotted with the intensities of the cell culture spot over time. Growth curves can be produced and analyzed in several different modes based on different characteristics. We refer to these growth characteristics as cell proliferation phenotypes (CPP), because they are all related to the growth curves, but each has distinct biological implications. Some of the CPPs are the area under the growth curve (AUGC), the maximum specific growth rate (MSR), final population intensity (FPI), and lag. AUGC represents an overall measure of growth. MSR is represented as the rate of proliferation divided by the population size. The efficiency is the FPI, which is an asymptotic value. The lag refers to the time that it takes for cells to achieve their maximum growth rate. We use MATLAB and Microsoft Excel during this period.

- **Evaluation of results:** The researcher conducting the experiment evaluates the validity of the data (images) and also the results produced as the output of the
experiment. The graphs obtained at the modeling stage also aid in the substantiation of results. This phase also helps in rejecting, enhancing, or developing a new hypothesis based on the significance of the findings.

Any data that leads to a discovery or data of some significance is published. This allows the researcher to establish the discovery and allows other researchers to use the data for further research or even in the creation of newer hypotheses. Currently numerous online journals are available for that purpose. Some online resources are akin to a central archive of many journals and magazines. PubMed is one such central resource. These repositories are also used to validate the data of a researcher and can also be used in the comparison stage. Some research labs prefer to compare results from other similar research. This particular step toward the process of discovery is up to the researcher’s discretion. However, in special areas of research such as genetics, it is highly desired. Several laboratories dispersed around the world have created repositories of their data.

Fig. 26 illustrates the workflow in terms of the various instruments and software applications used. It is evident that the workflow that the user employs operates on several applications on the computer. This set of applications includes Web sites, Web interfaces that interact with external databases, instrument control software, Microsoft Excel, MATLAB and JAVA programs, and applications that facilitate the viewing of images.

c) Need for the proposed architecture/integration

The workflow of many laboratories such as the Hartman lab typically requires the manual passing of data through several programs in sequence at each phase. Fig. 26 depicts the various tools and instruments used in each phase of the workflow used in the
Hartman lab. Every time data is delivered from one application to another, it needs to be formatted to conform to application-dependent file formats. Often, manual transfer of results between the different applications is done by a copy-and-paste routine. Although problematic and error-prone, this approach has facilitated scientific exploration through experimentation with different hypotheses using different services [156].

To visualize the real scope for integration, we have to study the different conduits of data in the genetics laboratory. Based on our study, we identified three principal areas that could benefit from advances in integrations. These principle areas are as follows:

- Integration of the assorted instruments in the lab: The laboratory uses various instruments during the course of experimentation, such as the liquid handling system, the plate handling system, the microplate reader, and the scanner. Each instrument has various automated and manual steps for data collection. Generally, instrument vendors utilize their custom-built software to control the instruments and to handle data flow between instruments in research laboratories. These custom integration applications are usually stand-alone systems. In order to extend the integration capabilities to encompass other laboratory systems, it is essential for the user/integrator to study and understand the vendor software before writing extensive programs and methods to achieve the desired level of integration. In the Hartman lab, a single software application is used for controlling the microplate reader and the liquid and plate handling systems. The software also manages the data used and produced by the instruments, but does not evaluate or model data.
• Integration of software applications used in the workflow: The software that is used for image analysis is different from the modeling program, both in the software language used in development and in the architecture, so it is not easy to integrate these programs to work seamlessly without human interaction. Currently the output data from the image analysis software requires some preprocessing before it can be transmitted as input to the modeling software. One solution could be to write another program that would do the image analysis, the preprocessing for the input for the modeling program, and the modeling, but the process of completely rewriting an application to replace three existing applications would only prolong the automation efforts. This type of integration predicament can exist in many laboratories when several stand-alone applications are used. Data needs to be converted from one format to another between applications, and human interaction may be required during the process, so the rewriting of existing applications is overkill.

• Integration of data handled during the workflow: The user manages information at all stages of the workflow. At a given instant, the user performs at least one of the following data transactions:
  
  o Seeks data from external sources.
  
  o Stores data produced within the lab.
  
  o Publishes the data produced in the lab.
Fig. 26. The various software applications and instruments used in the genetics laboratory.
The researcher in the Hartman laboratory would wish to connect to external data sources several times. The data from these sources may be obtained either through a Web interface, by direct download from a Web site, or by FTP. Each time, it is possible that the interfaces are different, and the researcher is required to know the process of obtaining the data from a source. This could be the process of traversing across multiple Web pages or operating an FTP. External resources can be databases such as the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD), Gene Ontology (GO), or Ensembl, and tools such as BLAST to augment analysis of the primary data. Data integration with external resources will present opportunities for innovation that will be synergistic for new breakthroughs in understanding complex biological processes.

Research laboratories produce a great deal of data during experimentation. The data from the genetics lab are in diverse formats and are produced at different stages. For example, the scans or images of the arrays are one type of data, while the intensity values produced as the result of image analysis can be another, and the resultant modeling graphs that are used during the evaluation phase are a totally different kind of output. However, data or results in all of the formats must be recorded efficiently. Once an experiment is complete, the data is usually published. This stage could be an extension of the storage phase. Data and results can be stored effectively in such a way that they can be retrieved by personnel within the lab or even an external user.

d) The Dashboard Approach

Several laboratories use lab information management systems (LIMS) to manage and process the lab’s data. We envision the dashboard as a personalized, service-enabled,
RIA for interacting with the LIMS system to provide a user-friendly and comprehensive integration solution. In Sundar *et al.*, we describe the shortfalls of a traditional LIMS and introduce the intelligent LIMS (iLIMS) [114]. iLIMS is based on SOA, and the paper presents a Web services approach to integration.

In the previous section, we categorized various areas of the genetics lab that can be enhanced by integration. In this section we demonstrate how a dashboard system could provide a solution to various aspects of integration, such as integration of external data sources, instruments and tools in the lab, and software applications used in workflows.

- Integration of external and internal databases: Integration of data from multiple databases, especially in the field of bioinformatics, has been an area of active research recently. These biological databases use different data formats and different approaches to store the data. Therefore, the issue of integrating them remains an important challenge [157]. Examples of such databases are Ensembl, PubMed, UCSC Genome Browser, FlyBase, WormBase, and GeneOntology. There are numerous possibilities for integration of biological resources [134]-[137]. Here we consider a Web services approach to the creation of iLIMS [117], [139], [141], [158]-[160]. The use of Web services is particularly advantageous because many bioinformatics data sources already provide Web services compatible interfaces, such as MyGrid and BioMoby [136], [141], [142].

- Integration of the robotic instruments in the lab: Integrating the iLIMS with analytical instruments and other applications in the laboratory is another important component of LIMS development [160]-[162]. There is a fundamental
issue regarding the development of iLIMS. As a result of third-party instrument integration products, these products have traditionally been designed for single PC operation and consequently struggle with today’s networked operations [162]. This puts constraints on both the flexibility and scalability of hardware and software solutions. Modern instrument integration solutions need advanced data mapping and parsing capabilities to process data from disparate instrument types and multiple vendors, thus eliminating the need for separate interfaces for each instrument system. The literature shows evidence of existing Web services infrastructure for instrument integration [160]-[162]. They also describe an XML-based format for handling data from instruments. This metadata can be used in the SOA that underlies the LIMS. The iLIMS can leverage these approaches to establish the component for instrument integration.

- **Workflow Composition and Process Management:** Many competing composition languages exist in the Web services model to execute workflows. The most popular orchestration language is BPEL4WS. Another language is the WSCI approach proposed as a W3C standard by Sun, BEA Weblogic and other partner companies. Stabb et al. compare BPEL4WS, WSCI, and many of the other orchestration approaches that currently exist [124]. Process management techniques can be developed on top of the BPEL4WS layer for monitoring the workflows [125].

- **Tools-as-Services (TAS):** Recognizing TAS and SET offers a promising approach to developing a dashboard model for the iLIMS or as a stand-alone
dashboard system. The significance of TAS is illustrated with the use of the workflow in the genetics lab. Based on the tools used, the Hartman lab workflow can be described as a combination that is inclusive of the four processes – experimental design, image analysis, modeling, and biological analysis/evaluation – that are associated with the tools Microsoft Excel, MATLAB-based image analysis, MATLAB-based modeling, and Java applications. In order to perform a complete experiment, the experimenter moves data back and forth between these multiple tools. This process could be highly error-prone and inefficient.

An ideal user-environment would allow the experimenter to access all lab resources from a single interface. To complete a task such as modeling, the researcher uses Microsoft Excel and MATLAB for processing. Microsoft Excel has the data that MATLAB uses to produce curves. The curves are generated using special functions from MATLAB. This process requires the researcher to be acquainted with MATLAB. Instead of moving from one tool to another, if the functions of MATLAB could be used in Excel, the process in much simplified and the users don’t have to know special tools or applications. Fig. 27 illustrates this concept of TAS and SET. This model would provide significant advantages over traditional Web pages approach. MATLAB has a component called MATLAB® Builder for Excel®. This component enables one to make use of MATLAB’s sophisticated functions from the familiar environment of Microsoft Excel [163]. The MATLAB functions are deployed as Excel add-ins that can be executed when using Excel. Excel® Link 3.0 from MATLAB is another component of MATLAB that has similar features [164].
C. Conclusion

In Chapter III, we presented the design of the SOD. In this chapter, we used two cases from the bioinformatics domain as case studies. The case studies were conducted in two laboratories. We described the laboratory’s research background, workflow, and the need for integration techniques. In this chapter, we also demonstrated how the workflow of the laboratories could be enhanced using the SOD.
V. CONCLUSION

A. Discussion

EAI involves the integration of numerous individual applications within an enterprise and across enterprises [1]. EAI involves integration at three logical layers of application architecture [165]. These layers are the data logic layer, business logic layer, and presentation logic layer. Currently, portals are the choice for providing an integrated user-interface for enterprise applications [166]-[168]. Enterprise portals also function as an integrated environment at the presentation layer. In order to provide enhanced user experiences, RIAs are used as applications on the portal. However, as we indicated in Chapters III and IV, it is not possible to address certain complex interactions on the portal. In this thesis, we presented the architecture and design of the SOD to show how the service-based approach enables us to design interactive, composite environments. The SOD enhances the current interactive application development and extends an existing SOA and related technologies.

B. Contribution

This thesis presents the design of the SOD. In Chapter II, we discussed the current technologies in use to present and develop service-oriented and RIA. We presented the design of the SOD in the third chapter. In Chapter III, we introduced two notions towards
the design of the SOD. The TAS and SET model offers an approach to publish tools and functions of applications as Web services. This technique also enables applications to consume the published services. We also presented several existing examples that depict this approach.

In the design of the SOD, we also highlighted the process of using task-based composition for composing services to introduce composite services as applications or dashlets on the SOD. In addition to the task composition aspect of the SOD, we addressed some of the information and interaction design features of the dashboard.

In order to indicate how the SOD can enhance enterprise workflows, we used two case studies in the bioinformatics domain. The case studies were conducted in laboratories that deal with extensive data collection/analysis and complex workflows. Therefore, the case studies helped in drawing requirements for the design of the SOD and served as an environment to demonstrate the effects of the SOD.

C. Future Work

In the implementation of the SOD model, it is necessary to address several issues including authentication, personalization, and semantic mediation. We believe that the following directions of development offer opportunities of further research:

- Single-Sign on – Single sign-on refers to the ability of the users to authenticate once at one tool and then gain access to the other tools in the environment [169], [170].
- Tool registry – The SOD design involves the use of an application library. This library is composed of composite applications that have tools published
as services. The SOD design should enable users to discover the different TAS applications with ease.

- Data transparency - Users must be able to operate on the data transparently while moving from one tool to another. The SOD could host several tools to compose a task. In order to make the transition from one application to another seamless, it is important to consider data mediation. Data mediation could be achieved using application ontology. The ontology can offer seamless mapping between the services of one application and another application. The SOD system developers should also address issues such as security, reliability, and integrity.
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